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INTRODUCTION

 

First off, welcome to Social Media 101.

My name is Andy and I am going to be showing you the ropes
and teaching you how  to become a proficient social media
support/virtual assistant. 

I am so happy that you're here, especially because I decided to
become a social media/virtual assistant many years ago, and it
ended up being one of the best decisions of my life. And really,
just making that step to start my own business and to work for
myself was the best decision of my life.  

And I know that, by you signing up for this course, you're about
to embark on that same journey I did. And it's just really
exciting.

Let me tell you a little bit about myself. I went to college, I got
my degrees, I was very excited to land my first real career job
outside of school. And it did not take me long to realize that
working for someone else just wasn't for me. It wasn't that he 
was a bad Employer. I think I'm a responsible organized
person. I usually give 100%.

But I just wasn't really happy in my position. And it wasn't the
work I was doing that was making me unhappy, it was sort of
everything else.

It was the commuting, the waking up early, the micromanaging
managers, the office politics, limited vacation, and feeling guilty
when I took that vacation, and just not getting to work on the
projects I wanted to, not feeling valued. 



It just kind of felt silly also going into an office for 9 hours a
day when I was maybe only getting done about 5 hours of
actual productive work. So, I also had this really big desire to
travel the world while I was still in my 20s. And I wanted to
take more than just the quick trip, I could take on my 1 week
off.So, I read about this virtual assistant trend, and this was a
while ago. And I decided to give it a try and see if this was a
way I could maybe make a little money and just kind of
sustain my travels for a while. And it turned out that there
was a big demand for virtual assistants. And that demand, of
course, is even higher these days. And I could more than just
sustain my travels. I could make really good money, travel,
and save, and not have to work near as many hours as I had
been. 

However, I quickly realized that the good jobs were seeking
virtual assistants that knew how to do some sort of technical
projects, like updating websites, sending email newsletters,
creating payment buttons, all things I had no idea how to do.
So, I kind of faked it ‘til I made it, and I taught myself how to
do all of these projects. And I wish, I wish I had had a course
like this that I could have taken that just would have taught
me everything up front, rather than me just slowly learning it
over the years. 
And so, we'll go over what you should be charging and how
to start an actual virtual assistance business. But I started out
making just $15 an hour. I didn't have the best clients. But by
the end of it, after I have learned how to do all of these
technical projects, I was making well over $100 an hour. And I
had a wait list of clients that wanted to work with me and I
actually wanted to work with them. So, eventually, I decided
to start a website design and internet marketing business
called Modern World Consulting. But I never would have
made it to that point without my work as a virtual assistant.



Emails and signup
forms

Hey, and welcome to the email marketing module of the
program. Email marketing is still a really highly-effective way
for marketing for all industries. And all of our clients use
some form of email marketing to stay in front of their
audience, promote their products and release promotions,
that kind of stuff. And all industries can use email marketing,
from real estate, to law offices, coaches, even plumbers, and
virtual assistants. So, this is why this module is so great, it's
because it's twofold. 

So, every potential client out there is going to really value a
virtual assistant who knows about email marketing, and who
knows how to create an email newsletter and how to collect
emails on their website and things like that. But it's twofold
because this is a great thing for you to learn to build your
virtual assistant business. And so, you're going to learn how
to collect emails on your website and email potential clients
to get your virtual assistant services out there. So, this is a
really important module, and it's... it's just a really big one. 



So, for those of you who don't know, email marketing just
refers to collecting emails from clients or prospective clients,
and then strategically emailing them information. And that
information can be about services or promotions. It can be
just what's going on with your business. Anything to just stay
in front of your audience is just a really great marketing tool.

So, I know that you guys (just like myself) might get really
tired of seeing 1 million promotional emails in your inbox
every day. And yes, that is annoying. And so, we might not
think that email marketing is that effective, but it is. Because
the studies out there all show that it's one of the best ways
to sell, which means that anyone looking for a virtual
assistant is going to want them to know how to collect
emails, and how to create email newsletters to send out to
their subscribers. And it also means that you should be
creating an email marketing strategy for your own virtual
assistant business.

So, why don't we go ahead and get started. We're going to
talk about some of the more popular email marketing
programs out there. And we're going to learn how to create a
sign up form, how to sign up subscribers, and then create
really nice, pretty emails to go out to our subscribers. So, let's
go ahead and get started.

 



So, there are many email programs out there that we can use to
manage the email marketing for our businesses and for clients’
businesses. And more than likely, most of the clients that you have,
will be using a different email marketing program from the other,
just because there are so many out there. Here's a list of some of
the more popular email programs that people are using. There's a
chance that many of you have actually heard of these before,
because they are very popular. For example, AWeber, MailChimp,
Constant Contact, GetResponse, and InfusionSoft. And all of these
email marketing programs have their own pros and cons and
things that they're better at doing than the others.

we usually recommend AWeber. And for this tutorial, we're actually
going to be using AWeber to learn how to add subscribers, create
forms, create list, and design really beautiful email newsletters. But
the good news is that most of these programs are actually very
similar to each other. And they all basically do the same thing. So,
once you learn how to create a list and a form and an email
newsletter in AWeber or in 1 program, it'll be very easy for you to
learn how to do it in another program. So, you don't have to feel
overwhelmed or nervous if you come across a client who's using a
program that you may not be familiar with, or you've never heard
of. Because again, more than likely, after taking this course, you'll
know how everything works, and you'll be able to pick it up really
easily. 

So, why don't we go ahead and get started with using AWeber.
What I want us to do is go ahead and sign up for your free trial of
AWeber, unless you already have an AWeber account. And then
what we'll do is we'll go through AWeber together and we'll learn
how to use it and how to create all of these newsletters and lists
and everything that we've been talking about. So, if you just want to
go to aweber.com and then go ahead and fill out this information,
you'll want to create a login name, just the basic contact
information, first and last name. 



Enter your billing information. This is a free trial that will start
billing you after 30 days. So, if you want to keep this up for your
business, it's a great idea, then you don't have to worry about it.
But if you don't want to continue on with AWeber after this
tutorial, that's no problem. 

They make it really easy to cancel your subscription, so you
won't have to pay for it. So, if you decide now that you're going
to definitely pay for this, no matter what after your free trial, you
can go ahead and choose which one of these options that you
want to do. And then after you filled it all out, go ahead and click
Start My Free Trial. I'm going to go ahead and let you do this.
And I'm going to do it as well. 

Great. So, once you've signed up for your free trial, the last step
is to go ahead and go to your email inbox. you'll see an email
from AWeber with a link that will allow you to create a new
password for your free trial account. 

So, go ahead and create that password and then login to
AWeber. And if this is your first time logging into AWeber, they're
going to prompt you to set up your first list. and they go ahead
and  give you a description of what a list is. 

And it's just a group of subscribers who have given you
permission to send them broadcasts. Broadcast is another word
for email newsletter. So, you know, you definitely need to have
at least 1 list in AWeber that is collecting emails. You can also
have a ton of lists, but we'll go through and talk about how that
works



But let's go ahead and use their sort of startup wizard to
create our first list, and then we'll create some more lists
together. So, if this is a company, you can go ahead and put
your company name, or if you want it to be your name, that's
totally up to you. Of course, if this is for a client, you would
want the company name to be their name, of course. If you
have a website, go ahead and put that in there, or if your
client has a website. 

Contact address, now this actually is important. By law via the
SPAM Act, you do have to provide an address for email
marketing programs. And so, when you send an e-newsletter
out (this is important), this address will actually be at the
bottom of the email. So, if you're working from home, or if
your client is working from home, you probably do not want
your home address being on these emails being blasted out
to all of these people. So, I recommend either getting a
business address or something like that. But do provide an
address, and just keep in mind it is going to be on these
emails that are sent out. . 

And then at the very bottom (and remember, this is all
specific to this list), email from name and email reply to
address. So, when somebody gets an email from this
account, when we send out a newsletter for our client, what
is the email going to say... who's email going to say it's from?
And I recommend just from a marketing standpoint, actually
having a name. it's better to keep it as personal as you can.
So, maybe it's going to be Susan Roberts, or maybe I can
even just do Susan; it's from Susan, you know? Chances are
they probably know a Susan, and they're willing to open up
the email. So, just keep that in mind when you're choosing a
name. 



And then the ‘reply to’ address. So, if somebody gets your email,
they love what you're offering, or they have a question or they
just want to contact you, when they click reply to that email,
where is it going to go? You want to make sure it's going to an
email that you're going to have access to, and that you're going
to see these emails quickly. So, you can reply. 
So, once all of this information is filled out, let's go ahead and
click Next. And this next step is required. 

We need to give our list a name. I recommend, if this is a new
account for your client or for you, that you just do something
basic like Main Newsletter, right? So, maybe all of your
subscribers no matter what, are all going to go into this list, Main
Newsletter. And you do have to give it a description. this
description is something that your email subscribers will see. 

So, if they're not sure why they're getting the email from you,
you need to tell them why they're on this list. Because via the
SPAM Act, you can't just add people to your email list and
just start emailing them, they have to either subscribe or give
you permission at some point. 

And we'll go into that further when we are talking about
subscribers. But more than likely, if they are being added to
this list, it's probably on your website. There's probably a
sign up form where you've said, “Sign up for our newsletter,”
and they have actually done that. 



So, for a Main Newsletter, a good list description would be,
“You are receiving this email because you signed up to
receive fun tips and exclusive discounts on our website,”
okay? So, something as simple as that as good. Go ahead
and click Next once you're done. 

So, imagine we have a sign up form on our website,
somebody has subscribed, they've given us their name and
their email and they've been added to this list, they are going
to automatically get a confirmation message. And you've
probably received these many times yourself. This email is
automatically created by AWeber. It is sent to your subscriber
and it basically says, “Are you sure you want to be added to
this list? If so, please click this link to confirm your
subscription.” This is called a double opt-in, because they've
already opted in on our website, and then we're basically
asking them to opt-in again. 



So, most business owners don't like to have this confirmed
opt-in message go out, right? We'd like them to just give us
their name, their email and be added to our list where they
can start receiving messages. We don't want them to have to
go into their inbox, open up a confirmation message, click on
the link, and go through that whole process in order to
actually be added to our list. 

So, programs like AWeber, GetResponse, Constant Contact,
all of these big ones are going to require that you go ahead
and set up the confirmation message. But the good news is
you can turn off the confirmation message. And we will learn
how to do that shortly. But it is important to remember that
AWeber and other programs will make you create it first, and
you will have to go somewhere else to turn it off after you
create the message. 



Just really quickly, before we move on, I want everyone to
notice in the center of the blue bar at the top of AWeber, you
see an option for Current List. Because we can work with so
many different lists in AWeber, which is a great thing for
marketing, it's important that we are always making sure that
Current List is on the list that we want to be working with.
This is the list that we're working with right now. If we had 10
other lists, you would see them underneath this dropdown.

So, because Current List says Main Newsletter, that means
that the messages right here are messages for Main
Newsletter, the subscribers are the subscribers for Main
Newsletter, my sign up forms, if I was to click here are all my
sign up forms that are linked to Main Newsletter, etc., etc. So,
if I want to change any of those List Settings that I just
created for my list, I will make sure that I'm working with the
list I want, which is Main Newsletter, and then I'll simply go to
List Options. 



Once we get to List Settings, this is where we can change all
of the information that we just added to our list. So, if we
wanted to change the list name, or that description that we
wrote for subscribers to see, the from name, email address,
all of that stuff we did, even the address can be changed
here. Also, I want to point out, at the bottom of List Settings,
we have a notifications area. Now this is really important for
some clients. When somebody... when somebody subscribes
to a list, you might want to get an email notification about
that. You know, if this is like a list for a product, so, “Sign up
for my digital course,” and they sign up, or, “Sign up for the
webinar,” and you want to know when people are signing up,
you can sign up for these notifications for this list. So, if I
wanted to know every time somebody subscribed to my list, I
would just type in my name and email. And then there we go.
And I could Save settings. So, that's a nice little feature and
most email marketing programs do have it.



Now, over here on the left, there are ways to continue
changing our List Options. personalize your list. If you wanted
to add an email signature and add your logo, you could do
that here. You can also integrate your Twitter and Facebook
accounts here. And you'll see when we're creating a
newsletter, how this will come in handy. But if you do have an
email signature and you do have your Twitter and Facebook
connected, when we create a newsletter, all we have to do is
drag and drop Twitter, email signature, and Facebook into
our email, and everything will be connected. So, that might
be a little easier to understand once we start creating our
newsletters.



But we came here for a reason. We wanted to turn off the
confirmation message that AWeber makes us create. So, now
we know how to create it if we want it. If we don't want it,
we're going to click on Confirmation Message. This is where
we can change the email that we created. It's also where we
can turn it off. So, Confirmation Message Settings down here,
Send confirmation message for AWeber sign up forms. So,
we actually want to turn that off, right? Yes, we're sure we
want to turn it off. And so, now when somebody signs up for
our newsletter via a sign up form, it will not send them that
kind of pesky annoying little double confirmation message.
Okay, great. And then you can go ahead and click Save
settings when you're done. 



So, we've gone ahead and we've successfully created our first
list in AWeber. So, what I want us to go ahead and do is
create 1 more list. We'll go through it a lot quicker. And that
way, you'll see just what it's like to have multiple lists and
working in AWeber. 

So, also, it'll show you how to create a new list. So, here I am.
If I want to go ahead and create another list, I can click on
Manage Lists up here in the top. I'm going to go ahead and
click that green Create A List. And I'm create as many as I
want. And this will all look familiar to you. So... and then it will
also be populated as well. So, if you wanted to change this,
you could. If you wanted to use a different address, you can
do that. But for the most part, this will always be the same.
You will always have to give your name a list, and you will
always have to give it a subscription.



So, if I'm telling somebody on my website, “Sign up for my
free e-book,” and I have a sign up form, I want them to go to
my free Ebook List so that they'll receive the e-book once
they join the list. And we'll go through that process as well.
But first, we have to create the list. So, Ebook List, “You are
receiving this email because you signed up to receive a copy
of our free e-book on our website,” okay? And then next step,
again, it's going to have us create this confirmation message.
And we can choose to update that if we want to, or we can
leave it the way it is if we plan on just turning it off, which I do.
So, I'm just going to approve that message. 

And then the first step is I'm going to go to List Options, List
Settings. Where I'm going to leave all of this the same, except
now I'm going to click on confirmation message. I'm going to
scroll down to the bottom, and I'm going to go ahead and
turn off that double confirmation. Yes, I'm sure. And I just
want to make sure I'm always saving my settings.



So, now that I've done that, we now have 2 lists. And again, if
you're going to use AWeber, or if your client is using AWeber,
it is really important to always keep in mind what the Current
List is.



So, right now we're on the Ebook List. So, if I go to my email
newsletters, my messages over here, those are going to be
all of the messages for my Ebook List. If I click on Subscribers,
it'll have a list of with all of my subscribers who have signed
up for the Ebook List. But if I changed my Current List to say
Main Newsletter, this will change and this will now be the
subscriber list for Main Newsletter only.

Now that we have a couple lists, we need people to add to that
list so that we can send them newsletters. That's the whole point
of the email marketing, right? So, in AWeber and in most
programs, that is called a subscriber, somebody that we have
added to our list via a form or a pop-up, or even if you've gone to
a live event and they've actually signed up with pen and paper for
you to add them to their list, that's okay. So, we need to figure
out how to get those people into the list that we've created.

So, the way that we do that normally is by creating a sign up
form, a form that says... usually just says name and email. Of
course, you can have other items on there if you want. So, we are
working with... again, we just want to look up here, Current List is
Main Newsletter. So, I'm going to create a sign up form for that
list by going to Sign Up Forms. As you can see, we don't have any
sign up forms here yet. So, we need to go ahead and create our
first sign up form. 



 

So, I'm going to go ahead and click here. And just like any other email
marketing program, there are going to be some templates that makes
it really easy for us. And so, what we can do up here is click on
Popular and kind of look through these sign up forms and see if
anything looks good.  

You could pick the one that works best for the design on your website
or your client’s website. So, you can just kind of click through and play
around with that. You can go to New Template. They have one for
Black Friday in different colors. That one looks really nice. And of
course, you can just scroll through.



So, you can also just go ahead and customize this one as well.
You can notice that all of these templates are going to come with
name and email. However, you may add other fields if you want.
But I do want to mention that studies show the less that people...
the less information that people have to give, the better, snd the
more subscribers you'll get... conversions you'll get. 

So, you really want to keep that to name and email. And if your
client is okay with it, and if you're okay with it, it's also okay to just
have email. So, if I wanted to get rid of name, I just wanted to
have email, it's really easy. I can just hover over whichever fields I
want to delete or edit, and I can click the X button, and it goes
away.



Okay. So, I can also change the width size if I want to, if I need
to. I can edit the header. 

So, you see there's these little tabs here that I can edit. Click
Edit header. I can add some text to the top if I'd like. “Please
sign up below or our newsletter.”



Now, there are ways to actually make this look better on a
website. So, then we have a few options over here. I'm
just changing the size. You can change the font family.
Save Field. I can also add some text to the header if I'd
like to as well.  

I'm just going to go ahead and leave that as white. , you
also have some advanced options, and rarely are you
going to use that, but you can choose to have an image
as the background here. I will say it is more normal to just
go ahead and choose a template or just to make minor
changes to the default sign up form down here. If I liked
any of these, I could go ahead and choose that. I think
this one looks great. And if I wanted to change the text up
here or just delete it, I could do that. 



Okay. So, once we've created our sign up form that we like, we
can click Save Your Form, then go to step 2. Now, we want to give
it a name and you want to be as detailed as possible. It's
important to know that the people who are signing up will not
see the name of the form. But this is just helps you to be
organized in  way in AWeber. 

So, if this is a form that we're going to put on our homepage for
people to sign up for our Main Newsletter, I'm just going to do
HomePage Sign Up Form. And you can choose to do a custom
page. So, if you've gone on to your website or your client’s
website and you've created a really pretty ‘thank you for signing
up’ page, you can click Custom Page and you can enter in that
URL. If you want to keep it simple, you can just use the basic
version for AWeber. And it will just be a little white page that says,
“Thank you for signing up.” And then you will want to save your
form again. Always make sure you're saving your changes.



Then go to Step 3. And here, we have some options. We can
either add this form to our website. We can send the code
to our web designer and have them install the form.

 However, more than likely, if you're acting as somebody's
virtual assistant, then you probably will know how to update
their website. And this will not be an option that you use.
And then you can have AWeber host your form, and we're
going to see what these 2 options look like. 



So, I will install my form. That gives us a bunch of crazy
code. Don't let crazy code scare you. It's really easy. All
you have to do is copy and paste the code. And then
you're just going to go to your website and you're going
to paste the code there.



And here's that sign up form that I pasted. Now, obviously, I
didn't format it to look amazing on AWeber or to match this
black. But it was as simple as that. I went to AWeber, I
created my form. 

Once I was done and filled out all the information, I copied
the code, went to the back end of my website, pasted it, and
there it is. 



So, now I would have some text up here saying, “Hey,
please sign up for our newsletter if you want discounts.”
All they would have to do is enter their email and then
click SIGN ME UP! 



And it says, “Thank you for subscribing!” because we went
ahead and we use that basic... that basic thank you page
that AWeber offers.



Now, I did mention that there was another option. So,
we can paste this onto our website really easy by
copying pasting the code, or we can have AWeber
hosts our form for us. And what does that mean? They
go ahead and they give us a link. 



So, now that we've copied our link, I'm going to show you what
you can do with that link, there's a couple things you can do
with it. If you're sending an email, you can actually just copy
and paste the link and somebody can click on it. 

But really, the most popular thing to do with a link like that,
that AWeber has provided us for our sign up form is to create
a text button. And so, I'm going to show you how you can use
this link to create a text button. I'm doing it within an email. But
luckily for us, the way you create a text button is pretty much
the same with any system that you're using. 



So, insert link, and then just simply copy and paste the
link that you want them to be directed to when they click. 

So, if you are on the back end of your website, and you want to
create a text button, whether you're using WordPress or
Squarespace, anything like that, or if you're creating an email,
it's always going to be the same, you're essentially just looking
for that universal sign for link. 

So, I will show you exactly what I'm talking about. If we have an
email or if we're on our website, and we want to create a text
button, we could say, “Click here to sign up for our weekly tips.”
And we want them to be able to do just that to click there. So,
now that we've written the text that we want to be a button,
we're just going to copy the text and then we're going to look
for that universal sign for link, which is this one right here. And
it makes sense because it looks like a link in a chain. 



And there you have it. So, now if they click on this form, when
they get the email or on a website, they'll be directed to the
forum. It looks like I copied a different form than the one we
were working on but you do get it. 



So, that is how you would use that AWeber link instead
of using the code. I do just want to quickly touch on the
code that AWeber gave us that we put on our website. I
didn't actually show you how I put that code on the
website, because your clients could be using all different
kinds of websites. 

And so, the back end is going to be different. But it is
going to be simple on any system that you use. So,
again, don't let that code intimidate you. You're just
going to copy the code, log into the backend of your
website or your clients website, and just paste it
wherever it is that the website allows you to paste code
on that page. It really is very simple. 



Okay, so we're getting close to being done here with the
sign up forms. We can create as many sign up forms as we
want. And as you can see, we now have 1 sign up form
here. If we ever wanted to update it, all we have to do is
click Sign Up Forms, then click on the title of the sign up
form that we want to edit. And it will take us back to where
we can edit everything. 

Also, if you wanted to create another sign up form, you
could do that here. Say you wanted it on a different page
and you wanted it to look different, you could do that. If
you're having a special Black Friday sale. Okay, so I've
chosen my template. That all looks good. Now I'm going to
step 2. I'm going to go ahead and use that basic version of
the thank-you page that we just saw. I'm going to give my
forum a really detailed name, so like Black Friday Form. I'm
going to click, go to Step 3. Oh, save your form, always
important. 



Okay, so now I'm ready to go ahead and install my form.
Again, I'm just going to copy that text. 

As you can see, it's a really quick process. And if I scroll
down there, you will see it. So, I just added it down below.
And that looks a lot better with the black. 



Alright, so pretty easy stuff with the sign up form. We're almost
done with adding subscribers. Sign up forms is probably the
most common way to get people to sign up. But I did mention
that you can also manually add subscribers to your list if they've
signed up at a live event or they've written down their email for
you to add, you can do that. Just remember the SPAM Act, they
do need to have asked you and given you... given you
permission to use their email. 

So, now I'm going to click on Subscribers over here. And keep in
mind, we are working with our Main Newsletter. So, when I click
on Subscribers, these are the subscribers for our Main
Newsletter only. Now, you'll see I've got my email there. And it's
because I subscribed a second ago on our test page. So, you
know, you could have thousands, hundreds of subscribers here.
And it's really cool. It'll tell you the name, the email, and the day
and time that they subscribed. 



But if you click on their name, you'll actually get even more
information than that. 

So, if we had an autoresponder (which we haven't talked about,
that's an email that goes out to somebody immediately after they
sign up) it will show that they received that email, and it'll even let
us know if they've opened it. But we'll get... we'll get into that. 



Alright, so this is how we see our subscriber information.
But if we want to manually add a subscriber, we can click
Add Subscribers up here in the top right-hand corner. And
there are a few ways you can do it. 

You can import more than 10 subscribers. If you have a...
you might have a client who is new to AWeber, you've
recommended it to them, they want to start their email
marketing practice. 

And they have a really huge spreadsheet with all kinds of
names and emails, this is the function that you would use
for that. It's actually very easy. You just click on this and
follow the steps. You would go ahead and upload your
newsletter and... and map all the information. It's very easy. 



But more than likely, we will just be manually adding
subscribers every once in a while. So, manually add up to 10
subscribers. It will let you add their name, their email, and
then Add Subscriber. 

And then that subscriber has been added to your list and It's
really that simple. So, I'm going to click on subscribers. And
you can now see that we have 2 subscribers in our Main
Newsletter list. 

Alright guys, we've learned a lot. I know that you've heard me
talking a lot. Hopefully you're keeping up and following along
and doing this with me. We have learned how to create
multiple lists, and each list can have a different function. We've
learned how to add subscribers to the list, which is very
important. We can manually add them really easily. But we can
also add sign up forms to our website so that people can sign
up themselves for... for our newsletter or for our e-book or
whatever it is that we are offering. 



So, now let's get to the meat of it, which is actually the emails
that we're sending them. So, we're going to learn about 2
different types of messages. 

One is a regular email newsletter, which AWeber calls
broadcast. And I do want to warn you that all of these email
marketing systems call an email newsletter something
different. 

So, it might be a campaign, a broadcast, a newsletter. But you'll
be able to figure it out once you've logged into that program.
But in AWeber, it's called a broadcast. So, we're going to learn
how to send a regular broadcast, and we're going to learn how
to send an autoresponder. 

Now, autoresponders are really important. These are
usually welcome emails or emails that people receive
right after they signed up. 

So, if somebody is signing up on a sign up form to receive
a free e-book on our website, we want AWeber to
automatically send them the email with the e-book. And
AWeber can do that. It makes it very easy. 

So, that's called an autoresponder, an email that is
triggered to send out the moment that somebody signs
up. So, those are the 2 that we're going to be learning
about today. The first thing we're going to do is a
broadcast, just a regular e-newsletter. 



And the first thing I want to point out again, is what Current
List are we working with up here in the middle? We're working
with our Main Newsletter. So, if I go to Messages, or if I click
Create a Message, I'm going to be creating a message for the
newsletter list. 

But what if I want to send this message to every single
subscriber that I have in AWeber, so people in my Main
Newsletter list, in my Ebook List, in my Event List? I can easily
do that. And if I have somebody who's in my Main Newsletter
list and I have somebody who's in my... and they're also in the
free Ebook List, so they're in AWeber, twice, and I send this
message to both the Main Newsletter and the free Ebook List.



 AWeber is really smart, and so it's only going to send them 1
copy. So, if you have somebody who has signed up for all
kinds of different things on your website and their email is in
maybe 5 different lists that you have on AWeber, and you
send an email to all 5 of those lists, AWeber is only going to
send them 1 copy of that email because they don't want to
annoy your subscribers. 

All all email marketing programs are going to be like that. So,
that is good to know. Don't worry about sending out multiple
emails to somebody. 



So, this right here just works like a regular text box just like if
you were using Word. “Hello. This is a test email. This is where
we can type for copy and paste text.” So, your client more than
likely will be sending you text to put into this email. So, it'll just
be a simple copy and paste. Unless, as a virtual assistant,
you're... you're offering copywriting services. Certainly, that will
make you more valuable. So, we have the option to change
some basic things here.

 We can make the size bigger, which we absolutely should. I
usually do about 15. You can also change the font. AWeber itself
doesn't come with a ton of fonts. Maybe we'll just 16.

 So, I'm just going to go through and show you some of the
options you have when creating an email. You can also choose
to personalize this email. So, if you've been asking for people's
first names on sign up forms, you could do, “Hello,” and come
over here and click Personalize in the upper right-hand corner,
and you can choose to put First Name. 

And so, AWeber will populate this with the first name of that
person. So, if I signed up as Megan with my email address, it
would say, “Hello, Megan,” and then, “this is a test email,” etc. So,
that's always great if you are collecting first names. If you're not,
and you're just doing the simple email sign up form, you
wouldn't really want to use that. 



Twitter and to create a signature. So, if I had created that
signature in there, every time I drag and drop signature to my
email, it'll just be there and I won't have to do anything, my
picture will be here and it's really simple. So, if I wanted to do
the follow me, and you always want to include, you know, your
social media accounts and an email, you can see I have not
connected my Facebook account or my Twitter account. But if
I had in List Settings, then the Facebook and Twitter icons
would be right here and it would look really nice. So, I
encourage you to go ahead and do that. 

Okay, so everything else is drag and drop, because we click
the drag and drop feature. So... oh, and I also want to point
out Signature down here. I'm just going to drag and drop this
to the bottom. Maybe I can get it to go. So, it says, “Sincerely,
Megan Benavides,” and it has my email down there. And
there's no picture over here on the left. So, if you remember
when we were creating our list and we went through List
Settings, we have the option to link our Facebook or 



You may want to include an image at the top of your email like
a really nice banner. To do that, I literally just drag and drop the
image module over here at the top. And I can upload an image
by clicking here or I can go through my image gallery. I haven't
added any images. So, if I click on My Images, there's nothing
there. But I have access to the stock images that I can use,
which is a really nice feature. So, I think that looks really great. If
I wanted to make this image smaller, I could do that just by
dragging and dropping. I've just clicked this black and white
arrow and I'm just making it smaller or bigger. 

So, I'm going to leave it bag. I'm also going to click on an image
again. So, I can choose to choose a different image. I can
Replace Image. I can also link the image. So, if somebody clicks
on this image, if you've created an image that says, “Click here
for an amazing discount,” and you've added the image here,
you want them to be able to click on that image. So, Image Link,
I would just paste the link that I wanted them to go to, which
might just be my website. 



Okay, so you could see right there on the right that it was...
there was a red X, it was saying that link wasn't correct. So, pay
attention to that, because if you copy and paste a bad link in
there, it will tell you. So, now I have the green light, that's a good
link. When they click on it, they will go to my website. I can also
choose to resize. 

If the image is small... is smaller, it’s like this big, I can choose to
change the alignment. So, maybe I want it on the left of the text,
maybe on the right, maybe in the center. So, pretty easy. Just
look at the options that the menu is giving you. So, I now have
my image. I have my text. I have my signature and my Follow
button. 

You can also choose to do Article, and you could paste that in
there. If there's a section in there that you don't like, you can
just hover over it and click the Delete button in the top right-
hand corner. 

Button is one that is used very often. So, if I'm saying... if this
was an email for our free e-book, and I wanted to send this to...
I wanted this to be the e-book download, I could say, “Click here
to download your free e-book.” I would paste the link to the e-
book. 

But right now, since I don't have that, I'm just going to type my
email. Actually, I'm going to leave it blank for right now. But you
would just copy and paste the link to your free e-book. I could
center that. And I can also change the color to match what's
right with my brand, which might be black, okay. 



So, now I've added some text, I've added a button and an image.
You can also easily do a video. So, I want to drag and drop a
video. And there's a YouTube video I wanted to add. Let me just
grab one. I Love Lucy. I can copy that link and paste it in the
video URL section. And there we go. I've got the video and my
email. So, pretty easy stuff.



Once I'm done, the first thing I want to do is I want to
preview and test that email. So, I'm going to click Preview &
Test in the upper right-hand corner. I can enter any email I
want. So, if I wanted to send it to my client so that they
could approve it, I could do that. Or I can just send it to
myself first (which I highly recommend you do), make sure
everything works, and then send a test email to my client.
So, I'm going to send test email. It says it's been sent. 

And here it is in my email. I opened it up, it says, “I made
5k in 2 weeks.” It was sent from Megan Benavides. And if I
scroll down, there is everything. So, if I click on this, it
should take me to Modern World Consulting. So, I've
checked that link, and it appears to be working perfectly. 

I have the video that I can play right here. Okay, and then I
have the button which I did not add a link to. And then of
course, if I have linked up my Facebook and Twitter, that
would be here as well, and same thing with my signature. 



So, pretty easy to just build your own email. Of course,
you could make it look a little better than this. But once
that looks good, and I've tested on my links, then I would
send a test to my client, click Send Test. 

If I wanted to go back and make some changes because I
realized a link wasn't working, I can just click Back up here
on the top right-hand corner, and I can go ahead and
make those changes that I need to make. But once that
email is ready to go, I'm going to go ahead and click Save
& Exit in the bottom right-hand corner. Really important
that we always save our work. 

So, now you'll notice that we're under Drafts in
Messages. Here, I can copy this email if I want to make
one similar. I can delete it if I've decided not to send it.
But here is where I can decide to send it now. So, Send
Options. I can choose to send another test email, but I've
already done that. I don't need to do it again. 

And then again, I have those 2 options. Do I want this to
be a broadcast, a regular newsletter that I can send out
now or scheduled to go out in the future? Or do I want
to add this as a follow up series to my Main Newsletter?
Which means that, when somebody signs up for my
Main Newsletter, they will automatically get this email. 



So, right now we're just going to select Schedule it as a
Broadcast, a regular newsletter. And we have some Send
Options and these are really important. Do you want this
email to be sent to your Facebook and your Twitter if you
have them connected? most clients will choose not to do
this. They don't want to send their newsletter to their
Facebook because they want people to sign up for it. Next,
and this is really important, who should receive this
message? Everybody in Main Newsletter will receive this
message because we created it under our 

Current List. But we can actually edit this and we can choose
to... to send it to our Ebook List as well. So, Include All List.
So, please send us to our Main Newsletter and our Ebook
List. You can also, if you have a whole bunch of List of here
on the right and you want this email to send all of the
subscribers in your list except for 1 list, maybe Media, you
don't want to send this out to your media contacts, then you
could exclude that one list, okay?



So, once you're done, click on Apply. So, we're sending it to Main
Newsletter, plus 1 other list, our Ebook List. And we can choose
to send it out right now, send immediately, or we can choose to
send it out in the future. I know a lot of clients. And if you're
doing a monthly email for your client, it's always a good idea to
go ahead and schedule out say 4 emails in advance, so you just
don't have to worry about it. It doesn't take up too much of your
time. 

So, Mondays at 9:00 AM, you might schedule 4 months’ worth of
emails or something. So, we just picked the date we wanted to
send out. Maybe we want that to be tomorrow. We can choose
the time. We want it to send out at 7:00 AM Eastern time. And
we would then click Apply. Now we can go ahead and schedule
our message. Okay, I'm going to click Cancel because I don't
need to send this out to myself. So, that is how you do a
broadcast. 



Okay, so you've created your first newsletter, and now we're
going to create an autoresponder. Now, in AWeber, an
autoresponder is called a follow... a Legacy Follow Up
Series. Again, they all have their own funny names for
different things, but Legacy Follow Up Series in AWeber is
an autoresponder. So, we're going to go ahead and create
one. Let's change our Current List to Ebook. Oh. Okay, I
don't know what happened there. So, let's change our
Current List to Ebook. And let's say we have a sign up form
that says, “Sign up to receive our free e-book.” So, we want
to create an autoresponder, an autoresponder email that
goes out right after they've signed up to receive the e-book.
And in that message, it should include the buck. So, we're
going to create a message we're going to use the drag and
drop builder. 

Now we could go ahead and build an email exactly like we
did before, adding the subject and moving our modules
over to the right, testing it and then saving it. But AWeber
also has templates. I'm going to click Templates that was
over here on the right. And there are a lot of different
templates that you can use. So, I'm just going to pick 1 and
click Apply. And sometimes this does this. let’s see.



Okay, so thank you for bearing with me, you guys, for a
second here. So, sometimes that happens with
AWeber. We choose the template and we click apply
and then it doesn't show up. So, what we have to do is
go back to the front, and click Create a message again.
And then we see the template that we've chosen. I
know that that seems silly, it's a little glitch in AWeber.
But so, this looks really nice. And we can just copy and
paste our information into this template without
having to drag and drop all of this stuff to make it our
own. So, I'm just going to change this logo with my
client’s logo. I would click Upload an Image in this case
and I would find the logo. And let's see if I can find a
logo. Okay, so I could have my logo like that. 

Okay, so I chose a logo that is more horizontal for the
layout. I can add some pre-header text, “Ask and you
shall receive,” maybe a little tagline. Again, if you didn't
want that tagline to be there at all, you could just
delete this little module that came with the template
by clicking on Delete. If you wanted to change the
image that comes with the template, that's easy, you
just click on it. Again, this image menu pops up. And if
you scroll down... oops, sorry. If you click here, Upload
an Image, you can upload your own or choose a
different image. 



Just to save some time, I'm going to go ahead and
use the image that we have here. Change the
headline. Okay, and I have an extra letter up here.
You can replace this text with a little background
information on the book. And then of course, we can
change this button by simply clicking on the button,
then this little menu is going to pop-up. 

Of course, we would paste the link for the e-book.
And if you're confused on how you get the link for
your... for your e-book, if you take the WordPress
part of this course, we do show you how to create a
link for documents, books, PowerPoints, things like
that. So, you would create a link for your e-book or
your client’s e-book and paste that link here. And
then of course, you could change the... the text. 

Oh, I can't get this right here. Sorry, guys, bear with
me. There's a little bit of a glitch; technology. Here we
go. Okay, so then we could change the Read More to
say, “Click here to download the book.” Okay. Great.
And so, then if we don't need this second blurb down
below, we can just delete it that easily. And then of
course, if we did want to add some modules, we
could do that as well. So, if we wanted to add our
signature to this template, we could do that. And we
could of course, add our Follow... Follow us modules. 



So, we create a message just like we did before with our
broadcast. The only difference is, once we're done
creating it, we're going to click Send Options, and this
time, we're going to create it as a Follow Up Series, okay?
Yes, we want to add it as a follow up series. 

Okay, it's saving, bear with me. Okay, perfect. So, now, if
you go to Legacy Follow Up Series under Messages for
Ebook, remember, we're working with our e-book, “Your
FREE Ebook is here!” So, we see that this is an email that
is going to be sent out immediately after somebody
signs up. The greatest thing though about
autoresponders is that you can create as many as you
want. 



So, once you've created one that goes out
immediately, you can also send another email that's
scheduled to go out maybe 7 days after you've sent
the free e-book. 

Maybe a week later, we want to send them an email
saying, “Hey, did you like the free e-book? What did
you think? You know, here's a... here's a discount on
some services or something like that. 

So, you can actually create as many autoresponders
for list as you want. So, I'm going to click, create a
message. We're going to go through this really
quickly here. And it still has that template. Of
course, we can choose to use a different one if we
wanted to. The subject would say, “How is the
book?” 

Of course, we would update this message, but just
to save time, we're going to click Save & Exit. Again,
once we're done, it adds it to our draft, we click
Send Options, and we click Add to Follow Up Series. 



But now, we have this little pop-up and we get to choose
how many days after the other email do we want this
one to go out. So, maybe a week later, 7 days later, click
Add to Follow Up Series. Now when we go look at our
follow up series, we see that when somebody signs up
for our Ebook List, they will automatically get the email
that has the e-book in it, right? 

It sends immediately. And then 7 days after that email,
they will get another email that says, “How was the
book?” So, it's really great really easy. Autoresponders
are a wonderful part of email marketing, and your clients
will want you to know what they are and how to use
them. 



Okay, so you guys have learned so much today, how to set
up AWeber, how to create a list and how to create multiple
lists, how to add subscribers, both with a sign up form and
manually. And you've also learned how to create an email
newsletter, as well as a follow up series or an
autoresponder series. 

Again, that's the basics of AWeber. That's the most that you
will need to know. Anything beyond that is advanced and
you probably won't need to use. 

But I really hope that this is helpful for your business as well
as your client’s business. And just keep in mind that once
you've mastered AWeber, and it just takes a little practice,
you really will have mastered all of them. 

Constant Contact, MailChimp, GetResponse, and all of them
you'll really know how to use. So, I hope that you've enjoyed
this module.



Creating Simple
Graphics



So I personally am not the most creative type and I really
struggled in the beginning of launching my virtual
assistants career with offering graphic design. Pretty
much every client I had asked if I could do some sort of
graphic design for them. 

So whether it was for a Facebook post or just for their
website or if they were sending an e-mail to their
subscribers and they needed some sort of graphic and
my business was new and I pretty much wanted to say
yes to everything that people were asking of me.

And I knew that since pretty much every single one of my
clients was asking for this type of work that it needed to
be something that I learned how to do. 

So I spent a lot of hours trying to figure out if I needed to
spend a lot of money on expensive programs. Kind of
like Photoshop and trying to figure out if I even have the
money to do that and then spending even more
countless hours on learning how to create graphics
online.



And for me it was pretty stressful. But that was actually
good news for you because I went through all of that
and now you don't have to and I have even better
news.
You don't have to spend a lot of money on graphics
programs like Photoshop to create really killer
graphics for your clients. 

There are actually free apps super easy to use
programs at our disposal which means we can simple
graphic design services to our portfolio which really
increases our worth to employers and it's going to cost
us anything because a lot of these programs are
absolutely free and pretty easy to use. 

That's pretty cool. And let's go ahead and jump into
how we create those really awesome graphic for to get
into the meat of actually creating these graphics which
can be really fun.



And I just want to quickly talk about keeping her client's
projects and even your personal projects legal when
you're creating graphics to use for commercial use
which basically just means for business purposes and
they know that the title of this site might actually seem
a little drastic but it actually happens WAY more than I
think people realize. 

Unfortunately you can't use images that you find online
unless you have explicit permission from the owner of
that image to use that. And furthermore you have to
have a license to use that for commercial use.



So you might you may write an image that says you
can use it but just not for commercial use which
means you can only use it for personal reasons on
your personal Facebook page. 

Maybe it's like an inspirational quote on it or maybe
it's like your background on your computer or
something like that. But if it says that you can't use it
for commercial use you would not be able to use that
on your business Facebook page or your client's
business Facebook page on a Web site that is aimed
to sell services or products or anything like that. So
just keep that in mind. 

And if you do use an image that you don't have
permission to use the owner of that image can have
you pay a fine to that and it can be pretty handy. Again
it happens WAY more often than people think.

It certainly happened to people I know people who are
actually hiring so photographers are actually hiring
companies out there whose only job is to sit there and
find people who are using these images illegally is just
something that you don't want to do. And then of
course fines are fun.



But if you end up using one of these images you don't
have permission to use to represent a client and that
client cannot come after you which we can all agree is
just not good for business at this point. You may be
saying to yourself what a pain. 

If I want to use a picture on line I have to somehow track
down the owner and ask them if I can use it for
commercial purposes. And then probably be told no or I
have to go to a stock in a job say and purchase some
images which any of those of you who have done that
before and know that stock images can actually be really
expensive.

So the question is Is there a way to have access to really
nice high quality stock images that can be used for
business purposes that are cheap. And the answer is yes.
Which is really exciting news. 

In fact there are really beautiful high quality stock image
websites that you can use absolutely free. You just have
to know where to find them.



And that's what we're going to do right now we're going to
jump into some of the best places that you can find free at
stock images to use for business purposes for your clients
and for yourself. So why don't we go ahead and take a
look at this. 

OK. So the first three star image website that we're going
to take a look at is www.pixabay.com. This is one of my
favorites just because it has so many and also has a
search feature at the top.
So anything that we're looking to create we could probably
find on pixel Bay and you can just scroll down and kind of
see what images they have on here.

But if we are of a client who owns a restaurant we're
trying to come up with some awesome like restaurant
graphics we could do that just by clicking search. Or if we
wanted to create like a cute little graphic for a client on
their Facebook page to add like an inspirational quote
We could do that too so you can literally just search for
anything.



I'm going to search for pug because why not. And that's up
here these are sponsored. Sorry about that. Then don't. And
that that actually cost money and you'll see they say
Shutterstock. 

But if you scroll down all of these we have permission to
use. Right. So we can scroll if we see something we like.
That's great. This one looks like it would be great for laig I
mean her Facebook post. 



So over here on the right I just want to point out that we
have this fax here says three for commercial use no
attributes required by me and so we are absolutely allowed
to use this image for business purposes and we don't have
to even say that we got the picture from ebay or anything like
that. We can just use it. 

So that's good. And if I wanted to download this image so I
could create a graphic on it I could just click free download
and it is that easy sort of thing as quickly as you can go back
and play with these. 



The next Web site that we're going to look at is life of pick's
dot com affixes PCI-X. This is a great one too. So you can
just scroll down again they have this search feature at the
top and that's so they have it looks like some really great
images on here. 

Love this one.

This would be great if you're working for a food blogger or
anything like that. Sometimes it all do. I'll actually just scroll
through some of these Web sites and say one thing I think
that my clients might actually really like to use at some point
in the future. 

OK great. So that's life of techs and then the next one is
unsplash dot com. Again it's very similar. And again we can
use these absolutely free if we want to click on it to get a
better view we can we just click download free and that's
that and again we can search. So if I want to capture maybe
you can see that they have all of these really great images
having to do with a kitchen. 



So this one looks really great and I could download that so
that one is called unsplash dot com. 

 



See where we're Haxo never get drawn into like pixels
except with an E P x x. 

Again you can search. So back in the day they didn't have a
ton of these three stock image websites but now they're
really popular. 

So I want to just go through and let you know some of the
best ones the ones that we use. But you can actually
probably find a lot more so some of these are really great. 



The next one we'll look at is the speed right here. And of course
this is going to be a great one if you're working for anybody who
is in the food industry. 

So restaurants food bloggers health bloggers anything like that
or bloggers lifestyle bloggers. So Studi is the dot com really
comes in handy for us a lot.



OK the next one is Gratus RFE and it is a little bizarre. And they
think this is not really where you would go if you're trying to find a
very specific image but it is fun to go through images on this Web
site and see if anything works for the business that you're trying to
promote. But you'll see they are very busy. So we're on the right.
We have a whale floating in the sky. 

I don't know what client would need that kind of event but
you never know. Yes to me you're kind of strange. Some dolls
with hands on her head and things like that. But the quality of
the images are really great and this is actually a really popular
Web site for marketers. So definitely take a look at it you'll see
some really funny funny stuff I think. Great. 



So the next one that we use often is called Three nature
stock dot com So obviously these are going to be landscape
and nature type pictures which all kinds of companies use.
You can actually search right here for a specific type of
photo you might be able to do on them or something and
see if that comes up with anything good. Yes. So those are
some great ones too. 



And then the very last one will just take a look at is stocks
snapped. I know. And again it looks very similar to all of these
other states that we've looked at and it's totally worth it to just
go through these sometimes and see if you can find some
images that you really love and think will work for your clients. 

So. Okay great. Hopefully this is really helpful this is going to
be a great way to really jazz up your client's website some
business pages because these images are high quality and it's
also going to keep you legal. So you're not getting sued. 



So really important module inventions mentioned for there
are some great story tools that are going to allow you to
create some really high level graphics for your clients. And
below are a few of the more popular programs. Today we're
actually going to be using Munky the top one for our
tutorials and we'll learn how to photoshop headshots and
portraits which are really important to clients especially
those that have a personal brand. 

And we also learn how to create promotional graphics that
can be used in email newsletters on websites or on social
media. So we'll be using pink monkey. But Campbell is also
popular program. So if you want to take a look at that I
definitely encourage you to Bodor is very similar to pink
monkey am I. And you'll see that. And lastly again very
popular program. It's slightly more advanced and it's really
ideal for those of you who already have experience using
Photoshop because it's very similar to photoshop and how
it looks how you use that. And it's really great if you're
looking for something that's just as powerful as Photoshop
but less expensive than fruit. Okay great. 



So let's go ahead and get started you can pick my feet up first
thing we're going to work on is doing headshots and Porcher
it's great slave time is like a pink monkey dot com which I
encourage you to do as well. And you have a few options from
your home page. You can click Edit touch and design collage.
Those are pretty self-explanatory. 



But right now we are going to click on edits and we're going to
find an image that we want to edit. So I chose an image of a
portrait of a girl I just got this image off of pick's dotcom. So it's
illegal for me to be using it. 

If you have an image that's a portrait or a selfie or a head shot
or anything like that that you sort of want to play around with
while we're doing that that's great. If not you can just watch. 



So what will what will happen when we open a picture and we
have this menu on the left and there are actually lots of menus.
Right now we're on this top menu item right here. And these are
the options that come with that. And then if I click on any of
these other icons up here on the left you'll see a whole new list
of menu items occur right. 

TEXT This is a if I click on this one right over here this is a text
that we can overlay onto the image. This butterfly are symbols
that we can overlay on our image of course this is frames that
we can put on an image such.

So there are all kinds of really cool options but we're going to
start at the top here and most of these are really common with
any sort of editor anywhere right. You can cry. You can rotate it
adjust the exposure how bright it is how the contrast colors etc..



So we're actually just going to start at the top here and I'm going
to crop this image it's just as easy as dragging and dropping
these lines to go across. Help me figure out if the image is really
centered. 

OK and so once I'm done picking out how large my pictures are
going to be I just click apply. It's kind of like clicking the save
button. 

And again it's like like you can do canvas color but that's not really
applicable for a head shot. If the image isn't quite centered or if
it's leaning you can use this option. Exposure is always a really
good one. This is where we can adjust the brightness and the
darkness.



So I'm going to actually adjust the shadows and make the
background a little bit darker so that she pops up a little bit
more. I can also make her a little brighter by clicking highlights
and moving to the right. 

So she's already popping out a little bit more. And of course
you can play with this. If I did brightness it would make the
whole image a lot brighter which is not really what we need.
You don't really need to make it darker either. 

So I'm just going to actually leave that alone. And of course the
complete contrast as well. OK. Once you're done go ahead and
click apply it like again clicking say it's and colors then there
aren't really many colors in this picture. If there were we could
use this to make those colors really stand out. And we would
do that by changing the factories can as the right temperature
temperature. It's basically red or blue.



So if an image needs to a little more warmth to it a little more
red you would give it to the right and then vice versa. So she is
slightly washed out and this picture gives lots of white and we
might want to give her a little more temperature. Just to make
her look like she's not fat. But she have a little blood flowing
through her and then saturation of course would exacerbate
that a little bit. 

So I'm actually going to leave that here. I'm going to click apply.
So just some minor little changes. Also if you have an image
that is a little blurry in some areas or it needs to pop out a little
bit more where you can go to sharp sharpen.

Most of you guys are on Instagram or you've used some sort
of thing to look for. So these are very basic and simple and you
probably know how to use these. But we're just going to go
over them quickly. Sharpness you don't usually need to make
sharp this come all the way to the top right. Just needed a little
bit clarity is always a good one. It makes her pop out a little bit
more of a change. OK. So I'm now going to click apply.

So those are just the basic little changes that you can make to
any picture but will work right to do is we're going to make her.
We're going to photoshop her a little bit. So we're on the left
we're going to change our menu and we're going to go to this
touch up. It looks like a little face over here.

And there are just some really fun things to play with here. If
she had a blemish we could you know get rid of it if it was like
a red spot or you know some acne or something like that we
could get rid of with blood respects. She didn't have too much
of it.



I'm actually just going to go right to airbrush and he doesn't like
to be airbrushed in their pictures. So down here on the bottom
you have another menu. Basically we use that to look at all of
our layers here on the left. 

We don't have any on this particular tutorial but we can also
zoom end over when we're photoshopping somebody's face
we really want to zoom in so we can be as accurate as possible.
So I'm zooming in and then I can actually drag this up here.
And I'm going to photoshop her. And when I come over here
you see this circle.

It's a little too big. I'm trying to do that size to something more
manageable and then I'm just going to drag it over her face.
And you can see it's going to get rid of some of these very
minor minor skin blemishes.

I mean she's a beautiful girl but just some minor skin flaws.
And I'm just clicking and dragging this over our pretty much
everywhere her face.And then I also want to do it to the other
parts of her body so doesn't play only one part. It's flawless.



Even her arms go over slightly I'm going to zoom out a little
bit to make sure that I've got a jam here as well. OK there
you go. So you can really see a difference there on her
face. It's really softened it up a little back and back again.
When the step up the airbrush again just to click apply and
the next one is wrinkle her. She doesn't have too many
wrinkles especially because the Photoshopped her. And if
we wanted to pop out some of these dimples that will all
take some years off of her immediately.

There's also a few down here zoom out and you can really
see the difference OK then go ahead and click on Apply
apply. Now there are some photos that you'll have like a
pesky little shine and somebodies face from the sun or
from the flash of the camera so this shine reduces really
great and comes in handy. Next week we have some
makeup options so we have a blush boost and again you
can choose your brush size. I'm going to add some blush
to her cheeks just by clicking.

You can see you don't really see much. So I'm going to
change the color to something a little more intense. So you
saw that I chose a darker color I could use purple but that
makes her look a little ashy. 

So I'm just going to go to peek and I can choose to see that
I can make it a little darker a lighter. So I'm just moving this
pendulum over here and it's changing how dark that blast.
We don't need it to be that sometimes OK. And you can
also change the color of the blushes up here but once
you're done click apply. 



The next option we have is a spray tan and she does like a
little washed out in here so we could give her a spray tan it's
very easy. Again we want to pick our brush aside for doing it
on her face. We really need this to be much smaller. More
manageable. 

Now there are different tones that you can use. But right
now we're going to start with this so you can see it looks
pretty intense right. We really want to keep it off her hair
only on her skin. It's very dark. But when I put on the spray
tan I do like it to be really dark so I can make sure they cover
the face evenly on the picture. 

So just bear with me while I finish the sample. She's making
sure I get it everywhere. So if even and again trying to keep
it off her hair and clothes and big just like we were really at.
OK so again we would never just do her face we want to
make sure that we're getting all of her skin and don't worry
and we're not going to leave her and looking like this.

But we do like to put it on dark so we can just see that we've
got it everywhere and down here we really have gone with
the larger brush size this go a little faster. Okay. And then
again on her arms.



Places where it's really bright you won't see it too much. OK
great. So if we zoom out a little back and we can see that she
looks a little ridiculous. So we want to turn that down. So now
we can play with the intensity. We're going to bring that
intensity.  Way way way down so we could actually just take it
away. And that's what she looked like before. If I move it to the
right it starts to give her that color back again.

Same thing with Dargan if I come here it's going to really
darken it up. We can play with that and just bring it down here.
OK pervert. So now we're going to click apply and what is the
next one. Teeth whitening so her teeth look really white.

And this would really be surprised what the teeth whitening
can do can make it much wider. Again that would be way too
big this brush size. We want to turn that down a little bit.

We'll just go over the teeth which are already pretty wide.
Again any client with a personal brand is really going to like.
You know how to do this. Not because they necessarily want
to look better than they do. But it really helps the picture
stand out on a Web site. OK apply. We'll zoom in on a little bit.
All right so we've done the TV out. Now we have a little attempt
to show actually her lips are a little washed out. They do blend
in a little bit with her face. We want. 



Add a little We could add lipstick. I know you can add
anything it's pretty cool. We're going to make that brush
size. Much smaller. And I just recommend really zooming
and it will help you a lot. Yes. So you basically just trace
where you want it to be. Bursitis needs to be a pretty
small I mean you want to get it as accurate as possible.
But also we're going to be able to fav this so that it looks a
little better. There we go and we'll just add some on top. 
 You really want to try and keep Rafferty. Again you can go
with a dark color just to make sure you're getting it
everywhere and then of course you can change it to a
lighter color. Not seeing a really accurate job here. OK
and we'll just make this even a little smaller to get into
these corners. 

That's OK. Let's zoom out. So that's pretty intense right.

So again we'll just play with that hard mass and the
intensity doesn't need to be that intense. As you can see
it's kind of taking it away a little of that and the tone. So if I
go to the right of course that looks pretty creepy but the
laughs make it even darker. You just want to keep it kind
of normal in the middle. And again you can change the
different colors too. So you go with oranges peas right.
Purple's have the intensity down pretty low. OK so I'm
going to click apply. Am I right.I really love this one. It
really really changes the picture so I'm going to go ahead
and zoom in to her eyes and the whites of her eyes are
pretty bright. 



We're going to brighten them up even more. Again we're
just going to choose the right breast size. We're going to
click everywhere. Little white on her eyes make them pop
even more. Perfect. 

OK. Again click apply and then we have. I can't we can
actually change the color of her eye of her or her eyes. And
so we're going to want that breast size to be the exact size
of the circles of her eyes. And then I just click and I click
again and you can see they're blue and they're pretty
intense blue. 

So by zoom out I really think that we should probably say
that so it doesn't look so silly. So there we go. I've changed
tries to blue. And then by using the intensity I've made it
look not quite so fake. OK. Let's see. Oh yeah. We do want
our fire to.



Again you can play with things like mascara which is really
easy to show you really quick. You have quite a bear arms so
I think like that old dark and her mascara. And again I can
play with the strength of that. 

OK. And then eyeliner eyebrow pencil or things you can play
with eyeshadow too. Of course if a picture has read I
remember that something you want to get rid of just by
clicking on Red Eye remover and then down here. 

These are actually really cool. If you have the right picture
and there is a weight loss option so if I zoom out a little bit
and I don't recommend using this option more than once on
a picture I've zoomed out I click on weight loss. If I move it
slightly to the right it's going to condense the image and it's
going to make her look slightly smaller. OK.

And nip and tuck I mean that will really let you nip and tuck
places on a body or arms legs things like that aching from
the highlights whisker growth. All of these things are really
fun to play with. So I definitely recommend just seeing what
you can do. But what do you want another tab is actually
open our original picture. So we can see how different are
images like. 



So this is the original image and this is what we're working
with now. And yes she does look a little done. But actually on
a Web site if the image is small enough it just makes it look
like a higher quality image. She really stands out and we've
really gone far from this original picture so I'm really fine of
course you can use it for your own images as well. And yeah
it's one of the best features that you Markie. 

So now what we're going to do is we're going to work on
actually creating promotional images for our clients. We are
actually back a pick monkey dot com. And this is actually a
one of my favorite features about pink monkey. It's their
template. So your clients may be asking you to do all kinds of
different graphics. Some of those might be to be a graphic for
their Facebook cover image.

They might be having a sale and they need a promotional
image to market that sale on social media and through their
e-mail and even on their Web site. So things like that pink
monkey we can actually create those images from scratch.
Right.

We can open up one of these images that we found on our
stock image websites layers some tanks you know add some
shapes and things like that. But Pig Monkey actually makes it
even easier by having these templates and these templates
are really gorgeous. And so basically what we do is we open
them up and we just edit them to send the message that
we're trying to create. So let's go ahead and get started. I
think you'll be really surprised to see how easy it is. So again
it's a pink monkey dot com.



And if I hover over design I have a few options down here. I'm
going to click on templates to access that template portal and
here are just some of the ones that pop up and of course you
can scroll down and just see what kind of what kind of templates
they have here on the left you can actually search for certain
items you can search by category. 



If you are looking for something that fits a Facebook and a
Facebook cover photo or if you're looking for a Pinterest
image for those of you who have experience using Pinterest
you know that the images are tall and long and that's what
Pinterest likes and so forth you can also search by invitation
announcement's.

There's also this popular tax down here that you can look for
but if there's something in particular you're looking for you
can click and search templates. You might want to do a sale.
And this is the only one listed on sale although there are
quite a few I'm sure. And if you want to delete a tag you can
click on the X and that will bring you back if you want to click
on a summer down here and use tags. 

They'll have all of these really great templates that have
already been created. Summer Festival. And you could either
use it this way or you could completely change it. You know
you might just want to change the text and use that this but
there are so many so if you scroll down you'll see that there
are just so many.

And just keep in mind that these are templates so you can actually
change all of that stuff. I'm going to preview this one. I can change this
image I can change of course what the text says and I promise to
change colors fonts types anything like that. So very very fun to come
through here and just kind of look and see what you can find.
See I want to exit out of this room. And I don't know maybe I'll do a
Facebook and check out what's there. So these are all off that a
Facebook cover photo perfectly OK so I'm actually going to go back to
business. 



I'm just going to pick some template that I want to customize and
I'm going to make it completely on my own so I'm going to click on
the business tab. Give that a Seka and some of these just look
really awesome. If you are in branding So if you're creating a
virtual assistants business based on creating brands for people
logos graphic design things like that you'll find some really great
templates here to create some design words and you'll know
what I mean if you're in design. So here's one that you could
easily replace of your own images and colors and make a really
beautiful mood board or design board for our clients. I mean
here's another one.
Here's another one of course you would replace these colors with
the colors that your client shows or the mood that you're creating
for your client. And then you would replace that with similar
images. OK let's see. I'm just going to scroll down until I find an
image that I want to update and all of these look really good.

OK let's I'm this one this one looks good I'm just going to pick this
one I'm going to click customize. I'm going to use it for a Facebook
post. So I clicked customize. And it comes up and this poor portal
that we've been in before we were touching up our head shots
and again we have this menu over here that we can use to add tax
to add extra layers of Sucher. 



This right here is our layers menu. If we close out of it we
can always get it to pop back up if we come over here
and click this player's button and the bottom menu. So
this is actually really helpful when you have a bunch of
layers and you want to change one of them. It can be
difficult to click on the one that you want to change. 

So what I want to change first is the image that I have in
the background so I can do that in a few ways. I can click
on the image of my layers some I can click on the image
and I can right click and I can choose to either delete the
overlay or just rip place the image from my computer so
all I did was write clicks.



I'm going to choose to replace from my computer open from
my computer and I'm just going to find an image. All right so
I've now replaced that image with one of my own. OK and so
I'm going to move this little color black right back where it
was and I can change the color of this as well so I'm clicking
on the rectangle. I can change the color. I can pick anything
from this wheel if I want to. 

That looks nice and I think will with me. Be slightly changed a
little more. Perfect. I can actually I'm going to make this
picture a little bigger a little more zoomed in. OK. So I'm just
dragging and dropping everything where I want to go I've
already changed this image so much from what it was. 

I can also change the text. Right. So let's see wine Mac or live.
Right. So I just had to change the text. I can make this text a
little wider really easy. The White might actually be a little
hard to see some sort of a white background so I can change
that color to be darker if I wanted. Maybe so I'm white. I
might want to do is I might want to have this text match one
of the colors and the images so maybe the color of this red
wine. So there is such a thing of the color picker but we don't
have it on text so here's a little trick that we use.



We come over to this butterfly and we add a symbol it
doesn't matter which one. And we can color pick from here.
So I want to change the color of this icon right. So I click on
the color wheel and you'll see this little picture I can use this
picture to click on anything. End the picture and it will adopt
the color that I'm hovering over so I want the wine I'll just
click on it. 

So now I have this color of the Hard's the color of the wine.
So I'm going to copy the color code when I come over here
to the text and I'm going to change the color to that one. So
pretty cool. I don't need to start any more I can delete it. I
also have this text right here. But I can change. So it's in
white and that might be hard. 

I can change it to anything. And I can also come over here
to the text option on the left and change the fact that I want
to use for. So there are quite a few options and you can
choose from any of them. I could do a script if I want to. Any
of these but I want to. And of course if I chose this one I
might want to make it a little larger and I can do that just by
dragging and dropping and get where I can do it over here.
OK so I have officially changed this template to just to be
some sort of promotional ad for my business which might
be a cafe that serves wine and macaroni. So it's really easy
to update these templates it's really fine. 



Once you're done you can click export say the computer and
you are good to go. So that's how you use templates. I
definitely recommend that you go in and play with it and your
clients will think that you are extremely creative and artistic
and they will really value your service. 



Chapter 4
Managing Multiple  Social

Media Channels

Since this module is going to be a little
shorter than the rest because we're only
going to focus on scheduling social media
posts and managing scheduling post if you
have multiple clients who have multiple
social media accounts that you're
responsible for that can get a little tricky and
certainly time consuming if you're not using
the right tools to help you.  

We're not going to go over creating clot
creating content for your clients because
scheduling social media posts that your
client creates for their business does fall
under virtual assistants but actually creating
content for a business or a brand really falls
under marketing services.



And the message that you're creating and
putting out there for a business really needs
to represent the business accurately. And it's
just a very specialized service. 

And really creating any type of content such
as writing sales copy for a Web site or
writing content for email newsletters for
your client it requires a lot of understanding
of the business and dedication to learning
that business's tone and message.

So if you are a writer or if you enjoy creating
content that's absolutely a service you can
provide to your clients. 

But just remember it is specialized it's not
virtual assistants and you need to be
charging the appropriate fees for that. Now
it's going to be up to you what you include in
your social media services as a virtual
assistant.

A lot of clients like to post inspirational
quotes on their social media accounts. 



So although when I started as a virtual
assistant I did not create content for clients.

If they sent me inspirational quotes they
wanted to post I would create a simple
graphic with those quotes for their social
media accounts because the tools that I had
such as PIC monkey or word swag which is
an app you can download on your phone
just made it so easy. 
So I did include that in my virtual system
services. So really as you gain more clients
you're going to learn what's right for your
business.

Why don't we go ahead and get started.



So why would we schedule a post for our
businesses and our clients. 

Well by scheduling post in advance we're
ensuring that we are consistently posting
which is really important because there are
days where things come up and posting
something just isn't possible.

We really want to stay consistent posting
daily ideally when you're posting something
for a client though you don't want to find
yourself in a position where you told them
you would post something on a specific day
and time and then that damn time comes
along and you're unable to, also scheduling
our post as a massive time saver for our
company modern world consulting.



We actually schedule our posts for the entire
month. It takes us a few hours one day and
then we're done and we know that our
posts are going to be reaching our fans
every day no matter what happens. 

Social media was made to post content in
real time when a business or client really can
post in real time whenever they want or
whenever the time calls for it.

But having a post schedule daily is a great
way to make sure you're still engaging your
audience even when you can't post in real
time for virtual assistants who have a ton of
clients and those clients want to make sure
that all of their social media accounts are
being posted to daily schedule post is going
to be absolutely crucial.

You're going to want to ask for those posts
from your clients the week before or even
the month before whichever works best. 

So you can schedule those posts for each
client and not have to worry about it again
for another week or another month.



These days there are so many tools that can
help us and our clients schedule our social
media post which is really helpful. There
didn't used to be this number of scheduling
tools before. 

So for starters there is Facebook which has
its own scheduler so we can schedule post
to our Facebook business pages directly in
Facebook. 

But there's also so many others and these
are just a few examples. But there's meet
Edgar suite which has been around for a
really long time. 

Buffer same thing you may have heard of
both of those.

They're speedily sprouts social and later
which is really meant for Instagram.

Again there's a ton out there so you can
definitely do your research and figure out
which one's best for you.



But today we're going to be going over how
to use the Facebook scheduler and how to
use meet Edgar because meet Edgar is a
very special type of scheduler. Not only does
it allow you to schedule your post for
multiple direct clients and for different social
media accounts but it also makes it very
easy to recycle old content. When we post to
our Facebook business pages for example
only about 5 to 10 percent of our fans are
actually seeing the post. So it's a great idea
to recycle old content so that content that a
business works really hard to create has
multiple opportunities to reach the entire
audience.
It also saves you a lot of time because meet
Edgar will recycle and post old content for
you without you actually needing to spend
more time with scheduling those post so
you'll get a great feel for how useful this tool
is once we get started and you'll see what I
mean when I say that it's just a huge time
saver.



All right here we are so I have gone to our
Facebook business page which is just
Facebook.com port slash modern world
consulting. 

But if you were scheduling post for a client
then you might just go to your clients
business Facebook page and you're just
going to create a post just like you would.
On a personal page or anywhere else. 

And to do that we're going to click right here.
Write something right and I may want to
post a my most recent blog post or my
client's most recent blog post whatever
they've given me to to schedule so I could
paste the link of that blog post and you see
when I pasted that link that something
automatically popped up here.



This is a preview of the article that
Facebook automatically creates which is
great. So what it's done is it's grabbed the
image from the blog post the featured
image. 

It's automatically populated this area with
the title of the blog post and then the first
the first few lines of the blog post as well
so it's really great that they do that. Once
I've posted that link I can actually delete it
if I don't want it to be there and I would
just copy and paste the the text that the
client sent over to me to post or if I am
creating content for my client I would write
it here. But let's say if you are updating or
once ok so I can type what I want to and
now when they click on this they can see
the for good reasons why they need to
regularly update their website.



If I wanted to go ahead and add some other
images to accompany this preview I could do
that just by clicking the file upload button
down here on the bottom. I can also do
some other things like give it a location check
and things like that but we're not going over
that. We're just going to see how to go ahead
and schedule this. So this might be the first
post out of say 7 that we need to schedule
for the week. That's coming up. So instead of
clicking publish immediately like we normally
would if we were posting we're going to
schedule it by clicking the little arrow to the
right of the blue published button. Here we
have the option to schedule that date and
save as draft status the draft is just what it
sounds.



Schedule is to we can schedule that for the
future which is what we're going to do. You
also have the option to back data. So if you
wanted to publish this as as it came out say
two weeks ago you could do that but we're
just going to go ahead and click schedule
they make it very easy. So we could say we
want this to go out next week. Monday the
12th and we would like it to go out at 8 8
a.m. so just change the time here and
Eastern Time of course you could change
that if you needed to and then go ahead and
click to schedule such thinking. 



So now when I go to my page at the top I can
see that I have one scheduled post so I can
go ahead and see that post by clicking C post
or you can get there by clicking publishing
tools up at the top and this is an old one so I
can go ahead and get rid of that I can delete
posts that I've scheduled or I can get rid of
drafts by clicking on the left then clicking
actions up here I'm gonna go ahead and
delete that old one that simple and here's
the post that I have scheduled for March
12th at 8:00 a.m. 

So if I need to make a change to that I can
easily do it by clicking on the post right here.
So that's going to show me what my post
looks like. It looks great.



If I wanted to I can click on the desktop
preview right here but I can also click on the
mobile preview. So many consumers
customers clients they are all looking at
Facebook on their mobile device so it is
important just to make sure it looks good on
mobile. It does.

But I can go ahead and click edit down here
on the bottom right hand corner if I need to.
Which is great. So if I see that there is a typo
which is always great to go back and check I
can do that once I'm done making my edit I
can click save wants me to enter a security
check which I never get a Okay great.

All right. So I actually don't want this to go
out on my page so I'm going to go ahead
and click it and then click actions and delete.

So now you officially know how to
schedule posts by using the Facebook
scheduler which is really great. 



So I'm going to go back to the page and I just
want to go over that you can actually
schedule a post by creating it directly on the
page right here. But you can also go to your
publishing tools up here. Now for those of
you who are a virtual assistant for a client if
you want to do this if you want to be able to
schedule and post to the page you need to
be at a minister an administrator for that
page. 
So you would need to go with your client
and ask them to go into their settings into
their page settings and add you as an
administrator and you can there's all kinds
of instructions on how to do that on Google
it's very easy.

But once you become an administrator for
that page and you can be an administrator
for many different clients and many
different pages you will have this sort of
administrator menu up here at the top so to
schedule a post you can do that by clicking
here or you can go to publishing tools which
is where we just were and click on the create
right here and we can do it right there.

Now when I clicked publishing tools you can
see these are all of the posts that we have
recently scheduled. OK.



Facebook 
LinkedIn 
Twitter Google Plus. 

And you can see the engagement and the
number of people who clicked on it 
et cetera.

Okay great. So that is really easy. 

It's just a very basic way of scheduling a
client's Facebook post. 

If a client has more than just Facebook that
they're posting to then we're probably going
to want to use a tool that makes it easy for
us to schedule those posts to:

And so we wouldn't be using just the
Facebook scheduler anymore which is what
we're going to go over now as I mentioned
we're going to go over how to use meet
Edgar as a scheduling tool.



It's definitely by far one of our favorite tools.
I think it's the most helpful for virtual
assistants but it is a paid program. 

I forgot how much of a faith I think it's
currently forty nine dollars a month. 

And so when you're starting out it may not
be a tool that you know that you feel is
worth it to pay for. 

But I think once you got more than say two
or three clients who are having you schedule
their social media posts that this tool is
going to be totally worth the money and just
really really a great tool to have certainly the
virtual assistants that we've trained one on
one before this has been one of their
favorite tools and life favors so we didn't
really want to go over it really quick.



So I've logged into our Meet Edgar account
and it takes us automatically to our cue. You
can see right here in the menu we're in the
queue and this is just going to tell us all of
the posts that are scheduled to go out to our
accounts in the next two weeks. Right.

So there are quite a few that are scheduled
to go out. And so this is everything that's
going out on March 12th. There's one going
out to our Twitter account. There's one
going to LinkedIn Facebook and you can see
at the bottom of these you see my blog post
in blue. 

I just wanted to point that out that's the
category and then tomorrow March or not
tomorrow whatever David is March 13th you
will see what's going out on Twitter LinkedIn
Facebook etc.. 



So it's really great.

And you can see also it's scheduled for 8:00
a.m. up here on the top right hand corner.

But I just want to point out that out of these
twenty four posts that are scheduled for the
next two weeks we didn't manually create
and schedule any of them.

So basically what we've done is we told Meet
anchor that on Mondays at 8:00 in the
morning we would like them to send out one
of our blog posts to our Twitter account
Arlington and count on our Facebook
account. 

So they've kind of had too chose them from
our library post that they're going to post. 

Then on the on March 13th you can see
inspirational funny that's the category.



So we've told Meet Edgar at 8:00 a.m. on
Tuesdays to post a post from our
inspirational funny category rights. These
are just inspirational quotes etc. And so
they're pulling from our library of content so
that we don't even have to think about it. 

So we what we used to do is we used to
schedule it for the month out now that we
have meet Edgar. We we don't spend any
time creating a post for our social media. It
takes out the work completely.

So I just wanted to go ahead and show you
that Q Now you've heard me mention our
library so we're gonna go ahead and talk
about that.

 Go check it out really quick. 



But basically this is where we add new
content. So any time we have new content
that we want to share new blog post new
inspirational quotes anything like that we
add it to our library we choose a category
and then for example that category might be
my blog post inspirational quotes. Let's see
what all we have questions. Just general
promotional polls. So we have all these
categories tips ones to only post one time
and then never recycle so we have all these
categories. 

I'm going to click library up here in the menu
and this is our library so you can see we
have some clients Robin's natural health as a
client and this is one of their categories.

OK. 
So if you scroll down this is just a long list of
posts that we've added to our library. It goes
on for a very very long time and you can see
that these post up here at the top where we
were. These  belong to Robin's health
Facebook you go down these posts down
here belong to our modern world consulting
and if you keep scrolling you'll see all of the
posts that we've added for all of our other
clients.



So if I wanted to add a most recent blog post
to our library I could do that just by clicking
on library and then clicking add new content.

This blue button up here on the right hand
corner so I do need to manually add this post
to meet Edgar but then meet Edgar we'll be
able to recycle it over and over again.

So the first thing I want to do is choose a
category. Again this is a blog post so I'm
going to put it under my blog post. I'm going
to paste the link that I want to post along
with the text. 

If actually when I'm going to do it I'm going to
choose the category but I'm also going to
choose where I want this to go. 

So I'm going to send this to our Twitter
LinkedIn and our Facebook page.



All right I'm going to go ahead and paste that
link and then I'll write the text I want it to be
accompanied with if your Google OK.

And so we do want that link preview to show
on Facebook. So that pretty picture will pop
up and then schedule settings then I can go
ahead and click save to library and this will
go to my blog post category but also I have
the choice to go ahead and send this out at a
specific time.

It's a new blog post so I might want it to go
out this week and then be recycled later so I
can send it at a specific time so I might want
to send it out on the 12th. I'd say 2:00 PM I
can definitely do that.



And then I would click save to library and so
then this post would go to my go to all three
all three of these pages on March 12th at
2:00 p.m. but then it would also be added to
the library under a block under the blog post
category.

OK.

So the next thing I want to click on. So that's
how you add content and the more content
you add the better.

Right. So we probably have at least five
hundred different posts for modern world
alone. And so even though they're recycling
it. Our audience is not seeing many of the
same post over and over again. 



All right it's not going to go ahead and click
schedule up here in the menu and this is
where we have our post scheduled. 

So we have said on Mondays at 8:00 a.m.
please take a post from my blogs category
and post it to these three accounts. Same
thing on Tuesday at 8:00 a.m. please post
one of the posts from our inspirational funny
category to. These three accounts in such a
so it's really really great really easy. 

So once we've added content we know that
that Edgar is going to do the work of actually
posting them. So it's a great time saver. 

And we can add as many time slots as we
want so we actually use this account mainly
just for our modern world consulting
accounts. Social media accounts. We do have
an old couple of old client ones on here and
then we have a separate meet up account
for all of our clients. And so what this would
look like for that account is much different.
Right. So if if this is ours. But we also want to
schedule it for a client as well. 



We would just click ad time slots and we
would choose the client account that we
want to post to weave.

And then we would click a time and a day
and go ahead and click save. And so it's that
easy.

OK.

So I hope it's very short tutorial of Meet
Edgar has helped you understand how
helpful it can be if you have multiple clients.



A lot of clients will need the ability to accept
online payments from their customers pay
pal is one of the largest payment processors
in the world and then also use a state of the
art anti fraud protections to keep
transactions and accounts secure from
fraud. 

They also charged two point nine percent
fee in all transactions which is pretty much
the industry standard you're not going to
find anything that's any cheaper your clients
won't find anything that's any cheaper that's
reliable and as a virtual assistant you're
going to find that you yourself are using
PayPal pretty often.

Chapter 5
Creating Payment Buttons

and Payment Plans



Many of your clients will need you to create
payment buttons for their services. They'll
need you to be able to add those payment
options to their website and just be able to
manage those payments such as providing
or approving refund request stuff like that. 

You also find yourself using PayPal for your
own business since they have a free easy to
use invoicing system that you can use for
invoicing your clients.

I've been using PayPal as my invoicing
system since the very beginning.

And once my business changed from being a
full on virtual systems business to being a
web site design and Internet marketing
company we decided to actually stay with
the PayPal invoicing system because it is so
great and very reliable again it's free to use
and your clients are just going to be really
impressed by your professional looking
invoices.



The up paypal invoice that you've sent or
any Pay Pal buttons that you've created for
your services. 

The good news is that one two point nine
percent is the industry standard. So it's
pretty small but those fees that you pay are
tax deductible so just don't forget that at tax
time so there are a few things to know
before we get started creating payment
buttons and invoices. 

And we'll go over how to create those
invoices and everything today. 

You will want to keep in mind that you're
going to pay a two point nine percent fee on
any money paid to you.



First of all there are two types of Paypal
accounts that someone can have a personal
account and a business account. Both of
these accounts are free but you absolutely
must have a business account to use the
PayPal button and invoicing features.

So if you have a client who wants to start
accepting online payments on their website
you would need to advise them to first create
a free PayPal business account so that they
can create payment options and you'll want
to create a free business account for yourself
as well.

If you're going to use it for invoicing and
payment buttons which you will want to do
next of invoicing Of course it's one of the best
features of a business PayPal account.



We can add our business logo our business
contact information we can itemize pricing
at discounts.

And lastly we can save templates of each of
these invoices for each of these clients. So
that sending an invoice each month is
actually really easy. It's really quick and it's a
great way to keep track of what you're
charging for each client if it is different for
each client. And then lastly payment
buttons.

There are actually many different types of
payment buttons you can create the blind
now.

One is just a standard financial payment
button it's probably one of the most popular
buttons to create the Add to Cart button
it's very similar except it just allows people
to add multiple services or products to the
cart before they're directed to check out.



And it's actually very similar to just a regular
button and then the last one will go over is
the subscription button which allows us to
accept payment plans from customers so
this is a super popular button. Payment
plans can be really great for people to offer.

So we'll go over how to create each one of
these and add it to a Web site. If you have
not already taken the WordPress section of
this course you may have a few questions as
we go over putting the buttons on the Web
site but don't worry after you take the
WordPress section of this course you'll feel
much more confident about adding these
payment buttons to the site. 

All right let's go ahead and get started. 

Great. 



So for this tutorial I really recommend that
you guys go ahead and set up a business
Paypal account if you haven't already done
so and that way you can sort of follow along
with me when we're creating PayPal buttons
and creating invoices.

So what I've done here is I've just gone to
PayPal.com and logged in and this is what
the dashboard looks like on PayPal. 

So there of course we have our menu up
here at the top.

 



 Anybody paying you or your client
through payment buttons or invoices or
anything like that. 

 if you deposit that money into your
bank account all of that information will
be over here on the right on the left.

We'll go over all of the tools that are
available just to go over the dashboard
really quick. 

Any transactions that you have over here on
the right.

Or

Of course it'll tell you how much money you
have in your PayPal account below that if
you've created some invoices and sent them
out.

And really what you're going to be using
the most is this tool tab right here.



I'll just give you a basic breakdown of how
many invoices are out there that have not
been paid et cetera. So pretty self-explanatory
the dashboard. Why don't we go ahead and
just get into the meat of things. I'm going to
hover over tools and your toolbar might look
slightly different it might be the same but
we're all going to click on all tools and that
was a long in 
OK.

So once you click on all tools you will see all of
these different functions of pay pal and we'll
go over some of these we'll go over them the
ones you'll probably use the most. And of
course invoicing is going to be an important
one.

And I want to point out that they have these
little hearts in the bottom right hand corner if
you highlight a heart on a category.



For example if I wanted to highlight
recurring payments or PayPal buttons it will
add to favorites which means it will add it to
this toolbar up here so we don't have to click
all tools and find what we're looking for and
I'll just always be under tools.

So that's pretty convenient. So of course
invoicing that's where we'll go to create our
invoices to look and see what invoices have
been paid and have not been paid.

And this is also where we can send
reminders to clients who haven't paid us yet. 

You know we can send a reminder maybe a
week or two after you've sent the invoice
saying Hey just a reminder this invoices do
send money now. 

This is a function that is the same with a
personal account or a business account. If
you just need to send somebody money for
something you can click on this. You can also
request money.



So if a friend owes you 15 dollars for the
pizza last weekend you can just send them a
request for the 15 dollars. All you have to do
is type in the e-mail. So pretty easy. OK. 

What else.

Oh yes pay pal.

So for those of you who are working with
clients and it probably won't be that many of
you but for those of you who are working
with clients that have an actual store front
and are not just solely online pay pal just like
swipe and these others have a way for
clients to swipe your card at the actual
business and you just.

This is where you would go in order to get
this little device right here and you can scroll
down and look at some information about
that for your clients if you'd like. I'm just
going to click on the back button OK. 



Also the virtual terminal to click on virtual
terminal. So sometimes and this is again for
you or your clients that you're working with
you will have a customer who maybe doesn't
have a PayPal account or for them it's just
easier for them to call you and give them
your give you their credit card information.

They'd rather call and give us their their
credit card information which is fine. So you
would go into your virtual terminal to do
that. 

And it's really easy. How how to set it up
we're not going to even get through it. 

We're not gonna go through it because it's
so easy. But anytime you wanted to accept a
credit card by phone and just charge them
you would just go to your virtual terminal.



Again it doesn't happen too often recurring
payments were going to go over PayPal
buttons of course is going to be one of the
most important things because the reason
why we are talking about people in this
virtual assistants course is that so many of
our clients and this is from experience really
need their virtual assistants to know how to
create a PayPal button and put it on their
Web site.

And it's very easy to do.

So I'm going to go ahead and favorite this
OK. And now that's going to add that PayPal
buttons option to my tools.

You'll see it's right here now. When it wasn't
before. There are some other things that
you can do of course you can check them
out.



These are ones that aren't used quite as
much you know if you want to make a mass
payment up to 5000 people at a time you
could do that. 

You can get a Paypal debit card things like
that but for the most part PayPal buttons
recurring payments your virtual terminal
invoicing and just sending money. Those are
the most popular.

So the first thing that we're going to do is we're
going to learn how to create pay publicans for
our clients. For our clients and their web.



So I'm going to have over tools and just go to
PayPal buttons now. I didn't mention to you
that there are quite a few different buttons
that you can create.

Right.

Here are some of the most of the most
popular.

So by now is just your standard button. So if
you are creating a button for one hour of
coaching for your client who is a coach you
could do that right here with the by now
they would just buy the one hour as a card is
very similar. 

It just means that you have multiple items
that you're selling on that one page and you
want the person to be able to add multiple
services or products to the cart before the
checkout.

So each of those services would instead be
an add to cart instead of a buy right now
button. 

But these are almost the same thing.



Donate is pretty self-explanatory. It's just
donate button if you're asking people to
donate to a cause subscribe. 

This is going to be extremely important for a
lot of you. So we work with a lot of coaches
and consultants. You have membership type
services. 
So somebody is signing up to you know for a
membership. So it's forty nine dollars a
month forever and they get access to X Y Z.
That would be a subscribe button and we
will go over that but also the subscribe
button is what we use to create payment
plans.

So for those of you who have clients or for
those of you yourselves who have services
or products like digital courses that are
really expensive maybe five hundred dollars
some hundred fifty thousand upwards
sometimes it's really helpful to allow your
your customers to have a payment plan
option right. 

That can be really persuasive.



So instead of having to pay two thousand
dollars upfront they can pay five hundred
dollars a month for four months. 

That makes it a lot easier for them to sign up
for that product.

So that would also be a subscribe button
installment plan is very similar. We're not
going to go over that one and automatic
billing is very similar. 

We're not going to go over those because
these two actually require you to have a paid
plan with pay from the three up here or the
four up here are ones that you can do for
free.

And I would say ninety five percent of your
clients wishes or demands or projects can
be satisfied with these types of buttons.

OK. 

So why don't we go ahead and just create a
test button.



So again, I've gone to tools I've gone to pay
Paul buttons and now I'm going to create a
simple buy now button and I'm basically just
going to fill in all the information starting at
the top. 

If I wanted to change the type of button I had
chosen I could do that right here shopping
cart. What does that add to cart button by
now.

Donation subscriptions et cetera I'm going to
leave it on by now. I want to give my product a
name. Just keep in mind that this is the name
that your customers are going to see when
they see the button or when they click on the
button. So my my product might be let's see
an e-book. Virtual assistants e-book. You don't
have to give in an item I.D. number. It is
optional price.



Let's say it's forty nine dollars and of course
that currency affected the U.S. dollar by
default customize button. Very rarely are you
going to use this you can if you want. If you
have a if you want to give them options so
they can do know the e-book or the e-book
lights or the e-book extra light you could do
that in a drop down menu or they choose.
But for right now we're not going to go over
that we're just going to create a simple
button. If you are shipping something you
can set a shipping price of course.
But for right now this is an e-book that
they're gonna get digitally so there is no
shipping. Same thing with tax. 

So basically for the most part you want to
make sure that you're choosing the type of
button giving it a name giving it a price.
That's simple. Now we get to go ahead and
click Create button and there are some
advanced features but again so rarely will
you use them. We don't really need to go
over that. OK. 



So here is where we actually have created
our button. And now we have to add it to our
Web site or if we're sending it in an email
and such as there are two different things
we can do if you notice right here you see
Web site and a whole bunch of code.
Don't let that code intimidate you. All you will
use it but all you have to do is copy and
paste it somewhere super easy. But I want
you to notice that right next to it there's
something called email and that is just a
simple link for this button. We actually use
this email link more often than we use the
Web site code because the Web site code is
going to put this pretty little button here on
the right on your Web site.
And from a design standpoint these are a
little outdated. Usually you're going to create
your own really nice beautiful payment
button on the Web site so you don't need
this pay pal button. So this code creates this
PayPal button over on the right.



If you were going to create your own button
on the website which I recommend you do
you wouldn't just need this email link right. So
let's go ahead and go over that and then
here's what I buy now button. And if I click on
that again it's going to take me to the PayPal
portal page where they can pay with their
PayPal account or with a debit or credit card.
So pretty easy stuff. Let's go back over to pay
pal and I am going to go back to tools and
paypal button so we can learn how to create
the other PayPal buttons OK. 

So add to cart. I'm actually not going to go
over because it's the exact same as by now.
The only difference is that when it when they
click Add to cart it will add their item to the
cart and they can choose to check out
whenever they're done. OK. 



So subscribe button now this again is really
popular and it's such a cool thing to know
how to do so many people out there want to
create PayPal buttons payment plans.

Excuse me.

So again I can change that type right here. 

The item name is the name of the products
that can be membership something
membership and again the default courtesy
is going to be the US dollar. 

We're going to skip the customization and
this can be kind of confusing for people
when they first start using subscription
buttons and appreciating payment plans et
cetera.



So stay with me. So billing amount each
cycle. 

So how much are we charging them each
month that they pay. 

So and this membership I'm gonna say it's a
hundred dollars each month. 

And here I can choose how often they are
built. So like I said each month is one month
but I might want to charge them every two
weeks or every six months.

So if it's one hundred dollars every six
months I would change that to six months. If
it's one hundred dollars every two weeks I
would change this to two weeks. If I'm
charging them one hundred dollars a day it
would be one, ok. 

So this is going to be for a membership
where they're charged one hundred dollars
a month indefinitely until they want to stop. 

So I'm going to do one month.



How many cycles should Billings stop.

So for this example I don't want it to stop
until they request that that they cancel their
membership. 

So what I'm going to say never but if I was
going to have them pay 100 hundred dollars
a month for six months I would choose the
number six I wanted to stop after I've
received six payments OK. But in this case
we're going to collect never. OK. 

So now I'm going to go ahead and click
Create.

But now again I can use that to copy the
code and have this subscribe but I but my
created end of the page and now says it's
100 dollars a month for this virtual assistant
membership scroll down.

Now we also pasted the code right. So that's
what we could have the subscribe button or
we can click the buy now button here and
that's going to redirect us to where they can
pay out.

OK. 



So membership a hundred dollars a month.
Log in your business name will be up here.
This is just an old honeymoon fund account
so you can go ahead and click. Log in order
you can click to credit. I'm sorry. Pay with a
credit or debit card. So pretty easy stuff. I do
want to go back to pay pal and from here I
can actually go to create a similar button or
create a new button or of course I can go to
Tools and click PayPal button. I'm just going
to click Create a new button. I want to create
another subscription button.

But this time instead of creating an ongoing
membership I'm going to create a payment
plan for a really expensive products that I
have.



So I'm going to click on subscriptions again
OK. And the item name is going to be let's
see digital course now. It's a two thousand
dollar course but I'm going to allow them to
pay for payments of five hundred dollars. So
the amount they're being billed is five
hundred I want them to pay that each month
but I want the payments to stop after I
receive form and I'm not going to go ahead
and create that button. 

Again I can copy this code. I'm just going to
click on email and just get that pretty little
link that makes it much easier. On our sales
page for our digital course though we have
virtual assistants course form of payment
plan virtual assistants course painful. Now
usually clients who are offering a payment
plan.The total ends up to be a little more
than painful. So they give people a slight
discount. 



Who are paying in full.

So this might actually be five twenty five a
month or 550 etc.. 

So if they click here they can sign up to
painful now or they can click here to pay five
hundred dollars a month for four months.

I'm going to click the sign up now button and
here's that description. 

So just keep in mind they'll always see the
title. We probably should put a digital course
four month plan the terms are five hundred
dollars a month for four months and they
could go ahead and pay with credit card or
log into their PayPal account. 

So pretty easy stuff.



We've learned how to do PayPal buttons
which is going to be it's just going to make
your services so much more valuable to
clients because so many people are
wanting to offer their services and a way to
pay online. 

So this is just a really great thing to learn.
And also if you plan on having your own
Web site where people can sign up for
services for yourself it's a great tool to now. 

So the next thing we're going to go over is
invoicing and PayPal. And this is really for
your benefit your virtual assistants
business more than it is for your clients. 

But you may have some clients that are
asking you to invoice for them as well.



All right here we are back at the PayPal
dashboard.

And the next thing that we're going to talk
about is creating invoices and this is really
management for our own virtual assistant
businesses. We need to invoice clients in a
professional way a way that's convenient for
them.

And you know PayPal helps you really keep
great accounting is just a great tool to use
and of course it's it's free with your free
business account.

So if you have rubber tools up here invoicing
should already be there if not you can click
on all tools and then invoicing will be an item
there. So I'm going to go ahead and click on
invoicing. 



This is our invoicing dashboard right now of
course we don't have any invoices here.

And we're going to go ahead and create an
invoice and see how we do that. 

But once you do send out an invoice and
you're waiting to be paid or it is paid. 

All of that activity is right here and you'll see
a status right here. 

If somebody hasn't paid you it'll say that I'll
let you know that that person hasn't paid
and you have the option to send them a
reminder.

And of course you can set your own policies
for your business. 

But when I was running my virtual assistant
business my policy was just to send a
remote minder out a week after the invoice
had not been paid.

And now it's just standard. OK.



So if you want to go ahead and create an
invoice for any of your clients you can do that
by clicking the blue create button up here on
the top right side clicked that I think. 

Here you go. OK. 

So we have all of these options. You will have.
This is our first invoice right so our invoice
number is just number one.

That can help us keep track of invoices if we
do have a ton of different clients. What I think
is best is to go ahead and add a company logo
and your business information so if you had a
logo you can add that's and then my business
information. Again this is just an old time
account for us. 



But you could add or added details and that
business name could be my be a business.
You could have your name. You can choose
to show your business address on the
invoice or not. Same thing with your phone
number. Fax email is always a great thing to
include and of course your Web site would
include type today. Ok. Perfect.

So you could just add your business
information to that invoice along with your
your logo. And then of course over here on
the right you have the opportunity to say
when the receipt is due. Standard is that it
should do when they receive it due on
receipt and that's default. Of course if your
business is running a little differently you
can let your client know that this is actually
due in 15 days from receiving the invoice. 

OK. 

So now what we're going to do is we're
gonna decide who we're sending this bill to.
So I might be sending it to my client Megan.
So I would just type in her address. I mean
her email address if there's anybody else I
want to see this this invoice if there are
multiple points of contact at a business that
you're working for you could add those C.C.
emails here. OK.



So then you can add the item name that you
are billing them for. So I might be just hourly
virtual assistants and we'll go over pricing in
some of the options that you have with your
clients. I started when I started my business I
was hourly so if you worked with me for
seven hours that month I would fill you for
seven hours.

But of course there are all different ways
that you can fill you can be on retainer
where they pay you forty nine dollars a
month just to work with you and then they
pay you know a certain amount per hour
that they actually work with you. There are
packages. So if they buy five hours a month
with you you know then that is a a certain
price and that's your minimum and they
have to purchase five hours if they don't use
the full five hours it does not carry over.



That's another popular one but we're kind of
getting ahead of ourselves right now. I'm
just kind of an hourly virtual assistant. This is
just based on one hour so I'll leave that
quantity is one and price of course whatever
your prices and we can talk about that. But
right now we might say twenty seven dollars
an hour. Right. And so maybe you worked at
that person for five hours that month so you
would type in five and so it ahead goes
ahead and it adds that up for you.

So that is one thirty five. Now if you offer a
discount for this person. So I actually have I
actually have services where if people sign
up for a monthly product to bars they
actually get a discount on our hourly virtual
assistants right. So if that was the case say
it's 50 they get 50 percent off you could do
that if not of course you can leave it blank
if shipping is part of your business model
or your client's business model of course
you can do that. You also have options to
let them do a partial payment if you have a
client who has a hard time paying all of it
upfront.



You know you could do that I always like to add a
note to a recipient just thanks so much. Your
Business. Something like that. If you do have a
terms and conditions policy of course you can
always have your envoys. Lastly I want to point
out that you can attach files you can only attach
a PDA file and this could be great if you are
keeping track of. 

So if you are hourly you're working for a client.
You keep track of the time that you start working
with them. So you spent one hour on building
them and often on their Web site another hour
creating payment options and other hour
scheduling or social media. You may want to
attach that as a PDA to break it down because
it's easier than coming up here and putting. OK.
Social media scheduling.



You worked at them for one hour at twenty
seven dollars an hour and you also did Web
site updating. See that gets kind of an end
you're probably gonna have clients that just
have you working on all kinds of different
things.

So trust me it's easier just to have your
standard hourly virtual assistants rate and
then to attach a PDA up with the details of
what you worked on. OK. 



So this is kind of important. This will save
you a lot of time in the future. I just want
you to take notice of these options down
here. The Blue Button says preview of
course if you click on that you can preview
what your invoice is going to look like to that
person when they open it up in their email
and it does look nice and professional has
the invoice number the date that it was sent.
How much is do your business information.

We didn't actually add a logo but if you did it
would be right here. And then the break
down along with the discount et cetera. And
then you have this notes. Thank you so
much for business. And if you did have an
attachment with say your time sheet that
information would be here as well so that
looks good. I'm just gonna go look at it. Go
back. 



We didn't actually add a logo but if you did it
would be right here. And then the break
down along with the discount et cetera. And
then you have this notes. 

Thank you so much for business. And if you
did have an attachment with say your time
sheet that information would be here as well
so that looks good. I'm just gonna go look at
it. Go back.

So again I'm down here. I can choose to just
go ahead and send it.

But what I love about PayPal invoicing is that
it lets you save this as the template.



So if I have my client named Megan who I
work with on an hourly basis at twenty
seven dollars an hour but then I have
another client say  Al Cor that I work with at
one hundred and fifty dollars an hour I can
save a template for Megan I can save a
template for L4 and so when I pull up my
template when I'm invoicing Al Cor all of the
pricing information that I charge them will
be on there. 

So we'll go ahead and just do that. I'm going
to save this as a template for my client
Megan Satan's template.

I'm just gonna put Megan and you can
choose to make this your default. If most of
your clients are working with you at say
twenty seven dollars an hour then you may
want to make this your default template.
That's up to you. 

I'm going to go ahead and click save and
then I could go ahead and send this out to
her if I wanted to. 

That's actually just a personal email so I'll
send perfect. 



So once I've sent it it takes me back to my
invoicing dashboard and so now you can see
we actually do have an invoice there. The
status is unpaid the amount has not been
paid so I could click remind and I would send
a reminder to that client. Yeah. 

And then also if she's talked to you for some
reason and she's not paying at this month to
pay in next month you can choose to cancel
that invoice or anything like that so.

Or if she saw you at an event she paid you
with a check you could go ahead and say that
this had been paid.



OK so I'm gonna go ahead and create
another invoice. So had I added a company
logo and saved that as my default. That
would be right here. See that business
information that I put in the last template is
still there because I saved that template as
my default. Ok so what I'm going to do now
is I'm going to do just what I started and I
create an invoice for a company called Alcor.

Again I'm gonna send it to this personal e-
mail OK.

And so say I work with them on an hourly
basis hourly virtual assistants but I work with
them. One hundred and fifty dollars an hour
larger businesses can usually afford it.
Again I would fill out all of this information
and then I would come down here and I
would save this as a template.

And this is for my court client. OK.



So I'm going to just go back to my invoicing
dashboard. I'm again going to click Create I
saved Alcor as my default. 

But it doesn't matter if I now if I want the
next month and I want to invoice me again I
can just click here and I can find Megan and
it will pull up and the pricing information for
that client will be there. I don't have to
remember how much I charge her.

I don't have to remember if there is a
discount but I give her each month anything
like that. So templates are really amazing.
They save you a lot of time when you're
invoicing each month. When I first started I
did invoice each month. I knew people who
invoiced each week.

Of course that's up to you.



But it is just something to think about. All
right. 

That is pretty much it for invoicing. 
Super easy. 

We went over the dashboard reminding
people when they haven't paid how to
create a template. 

Of course if you're in the middle of working
on an invoice and just don't have time to
finish it you can also say that as a draft
right here which you'll be able to find in
your invoicing dashboard.

But that is pretty much everything that you
need to know about invoicing.

It will really step up your business game
and make you look way more professional.



Social media
customer support



The Role of Social Media in
Customer Service

 

Building relations with customers via social media and the way
these channels are managed is an essential element of the
brand’s success. Social Media can positively influence sales and to
a large extent brand loyalty and connection.

And although social media was initially used primarily for personal
use and to maintain personal interactions, with their development
and growing popularity they’ve become a valuable tool to build a
community around brands.

Here we’re going to discuss the importance of Social Media in
driving customer service. We’ll give you a quick take away answer
here, then dive into more details…

What is the role of social media in customer service? The use of
social media plays a significant role in customer service. The
mutual benefits of easy brand accessibility via Twitter, Facebook,
YouTube, and others allow easy customer contact and engaging
social interaction, providing brand building and widescale contact
through multiple channels



.
From an entrepreneur’s perspective, it saves a lot of time and
money. In addition, the use of social networking sites allows you to
reach a much wider group of customers than using traditional
methods.

This form of contact is extremely convenient for customers as it
taps into their social network and social time, it allows for quick
contact with the customer service department, without the need
to make endless inconvenient phone calls.

It’s worth it for a business to use numerous social media channels
at the same time to provide customers with the freedom to
choose their preferred form of contact.

Thanks to the ability to speak directly with brands via social media
channels, it means many customers feel “closer” to the brand and
therefore can emotionally connect and invest in it.

Plus, they’re more likely to use this form of contact that’s molded
around their daily lifestyles, which also ensures greater and
flexible accessibility.

Using such a solution will not only increase the effectiveness of
activities in this area but will also have a positive impact on the
company’s image for convenience and social interaction.



Implementing a social media strategy in your customer service
model will give you a chance to communicate with consumers at a
level that ensures they feel part of your story, and encourages
them to recommend your brand to others.

One of the main changes that must be made in order to
implement an effective customer service strategy is a change in
your “corporate” way of thinking. 

Customer service should not be limited to immediate patching of
holes and solving new problems – but should consist of reaching
out, anticipating the needs of customers before they’re even
aware they have a need.

Social media and the culture of
customer service

 



Activate internal communication channels – The more
complex the structure of your company, the harder it is for
employees to understand how their roles and tasks affect the
whole company and the customer. Increasing openness in
communication between people employed in your company
will help them better appreciate their place in the organization
and better understand the problems they’re supposed to
solve. Therefore, it’s worthwhile to keep employees constantly
informed about what also applies to other activities than those
that fall within the scope of their duties. This can be done in
the form of meetings and/or short and concise internal
newsletters.

Build employee value and trust – Conducting business and
customer-oriented communication requires the company to
trust its employees. If you believe that an employee is able to
represent the brand and to provide a consumer-oriented,
competent service. Then as management, you should show
this trust by enabling employees to speak on behalf of the
company and introduce some freedom in building
relationships with customers.

Below are a few elements that will help you integrate your
company with the social media customer service standard.



Share feedback – One of the key methods to understand
customer needs and where they’re coming from is to share
consumer feedback with relevant departments in your
company. It’s best practice to create complementary
statements, complaints or brand suggestions and share them
with the people working in the company. What’s more, it’s also
worth providing a gateway for employees and departments
who might have an idea for solving a given problem. In this
way, all employees have a chance to get to know the customer
and their needs better.



Customer service on
Social Media

 

What is social media customer service?

Today’s customers expect excellent social media customer
service from leading brands. Learn how to win buyers’
hearts on their favorite platforms.

Social media customer service is offering support through
social channels, like Facebook and Twitter. It lets businesses
meet customers where they are and quickly answer
questions.

Over 60% of customers think solving an issue fast is the
most important part of good support. That alone makes
social media customer service invaluable because it’s
another channel for near-instant chat.

Social media sites have evolved to be more than marketing
and advertising platforms. Today, they’re also valid and
important channels for consumers to get customer service,
especially with the rise of conversational business.
Offering omnichannel support via social media can be a
challenge for B2B and B2C companies, both large and
small. 

https://www.zendesk.com/blog/tips-providing-great-customer-service-facebook/
https://www.zendesk.com/blog/tips-providing-great-customer-service-twitter/
https://www.zendesk.com/customer-experience-trends/
https://www.zendesk.com/customer-service-software/additional-features/social-media-customer-service/
https://www.zendesk.com/blog/messaging-apps-open-business/
https://www.zendesk.com/blog/4-best-practices-omnichannel-customer-support/


Manage your customer support volume

Track and manage your customer support volume
Some companies will see a lot of “noise" on social media
platforms, like mentions that don’t require a response.

 The challenge is to sift through the clutter to prioritize
comments that do need action. Other companies will find
that most of the comments are direct requests for
customer service.

Smaller companies may struggle with the manpower to
keep up with customer requests. Large companies with
high levels of engagement may find it hard to connect with
every contact.

Either way, customer service expectations are rising every
year, and your company needs to evolve to meet them.



Depending on the volume of customer comments , you
may want to use technology to help you. 

Certain customer service platforms can track social media
inquiries and turn them into support tickets. 

This makes it easy to handle issues while still responding to
customers on the platform where they reached out.
What an integrated, multi-channel customer service
platform can provide is context. 

The more you can see about a customer's history, the
better.

Are there open or past conversations with this customer?
Who did they interact with, and what was the result? Have
they had this same issue before? 

Have they already tried reaching support through other
channels, or was social media their first line of defense? If
agents already have this user data stored, they can reduce
back-and-forth questioning.



Managing support volume effectively is critical for response
times. And with social media, your customers expect you to
respond as fast as their friends and family would.

To increase response time, you have to prioritize your
customer contacts, so the most critical issues are
addressed first.

Technical or account-related questions
Complaints from unhappy users
Issues (or outages) that affect many users or raise a
potential PR crisis

Responding to general mentions of your products or
services
Thanking those who provided positive feedback
Touching base with those who made comments about
your brand or industry that weren't necessarily targeted
at you or requiring a response

Highest priority: Aim to resolve these issues right away.

Second priority: These issues aren’t urgent, but they’re an
opportunity to be proactive.

Manage your customer support volume through
prioritization and using technology to streamline your
process. Your agents— and, more importantly, your
customers — will thank you.

https://www.zendesk.com/blog/customer-support-vs-customer-service/


How successful your social customer care will be depends
on the quality of service you provide. Warning: you might
want to pull out the kid gloves. Agent responses must be
timely, accurate, sensitive, brief, and friendly — a tall order.
First, agents have to understand their customer's emotional
state and mirror their feelings. If a customer seems happy,
smiley faces or emojis might show friendliness and a
willingness to help. If a customer is upset, on the other
hand, a formal tone of empathy or apology might be
needed.

Correctly identify the issue or problem.
Provide links to additional information.
Close the loop (even to a "thank you" comment or
tweet).
Include a personal touch, such as signing off with the
agent's first name or initials.
Be consistent across the organization with regard to
tone and response time.

In general, all tenets of excellent customer service apply to
social media.

Remember the most important ingredient to customer
care: the customer. Treating them with the same level of
service you’d expect can go a long way to turning a
frustrating situation into a great one.

https://www.zendesk.com/blog/customer-service-skills/
https://www.zendesk.com/blog/practicing-customer-empathy/


Don't neglect your customers. If you're going to provide
customer service over social media, at minimum, every
direct support question should be answered.
Don't delete (or hide) comments or posts. The only
exception is when comments are clearly spam or in
violation of posted community guidelines. Deleting a
customer's negative comment will only further enrage
the customer and damage the relationship.
Don't be defensive. Remember that the customer, even
when angry, reached out to you. Thank them for
bringing their issue to your attention, acknowledge their
concern, and apologize for the inconvenience.
Don't overwhelm your customers with too much
information, whether you're posting articles from a
knowledge base or a too-lengthy response. Try to focus
on only answering their specific question. If the proper
answer is a lot to explain or complicated, suggest you
move the conversation off of social media.
Don't reply or respond to every customer in the event
of mass issues or outages. When many customers are
affected by a single issue, it's best to provide only public
status updates that will reach everyone.

Whatever the social channel, there are a few ways to
(publicly!) stick your foot in your mouth. Avoid these at all
costs.

What NOT to do



Run an audit.

The first step to figuring out your social media customer
service strategy is to figure out exactly where across social
media platforms your customers are reaching out to you --
and in what context.

For example, you might find more of your customers are
sharing questions and complaints on Twitter, while they're
sharing posts and tagging your brand on Instagram.

To do that, you need to run a comprehensive audit of every
channel on every platform your brand is associated with to
analyze how customers are making contact with you. From
there, you can determine your strategy -- and if you need to
hire a social media customer service pro who's dedicated to
keeping up customer communications.

How to Find Comments About
Your Company Across Different

Channels
 



MediaToolkit
TalkWalker
Hootsuite

Once you've figured out where customers are connecting
with you on social media, you need to determine how you'll
connect with them quickly and efficiently when they do it in
the future. An easy way to do this is by setting up
monitoring streams 

There are a number of free tools that you can use and each
tool will have a guide on how to use their platform.

1.
2.
3.

Positive and Negative Comments

Set up monitoring streams that include a mention of your
brand and positive or negative words to keep an eye out for
customer love -- or customer gripes. Think like someone on
social media would tweet or post, and set up streams like
"Brandname + awesome," "Brandname + worst," and
"Brandname + thank you." (And don't forget to set up
streams for any common misspellings of your brand name.)

https://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?sa=L&ai=DChcSEwjCnfy6t8bwAhUQ0-0KHTyBD2YYABACGgJkZw&ae=2&ohost=www.google.com&cid=CAESQOD2IQ1w7xtxOOLIrbAtnQ6a84fnJcjWLMU4zZUzNpixaeMuECD4A0dpMkazDdTgB2-oKwQucZkTuQR-ykgvnJ4&sig=AOD64_0fth6Yo1tn2133rLyK_k3a6oojVA&q&adurl&ved=2ahUKEwi8__O6t8bwAhXColwKHeyhD5MQ0Qx6BAgEEAE
https://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?sa=L&ai=DChcSEwjCnfy6t8bwAhUQ0-0KHTyBD2YYABAWGgJkZw&ae=2&ohost=www.google.com&cid=CAESQOD2IQ1w7xtxOOLIrbAtnQ6a84fnJcjWLMU4zZUzNpixaeMuECD4A0dpMkazDdTgB2-oKwQucZkTuQR-ykgvnJ4&sig=AOD64_15r3KK7Kz2fSXHj-3_embrv5ligA&q&adurl&ved=2ahUKEwi8__O6t8bwAhXColwKHeyhD5MQ0Qx6BAgCEAE
https://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?sa=L&ai=DChcSEwjCnfy6t8bwAhUQ0-0KHTyBD2YYABADGgJkZw&ae=2&ohost=www.google.com&cid=CAESQOD2IQ1w7xtxOOLIrbAtnQ6a84fnJcjWLMU4zZUzNpixaeMuECD4A0dpMkazDdTgB2-oKwQucZkTuQR-ykgvnJ4&sig=AOD64_3iAPQDDL4OsSpdnWPuj47sE4C-vg&q&adurl&ved=2ahUKEwi8__O6t8bwAhXColwKHeyhD5MQ0Qx6BAgFEAE


Questions
 

If someone is contacting you on social media with a
question, they want it answered sooner rather than later --
so you should set up a stream so you can keep a close eye
on responding to messages quickly.

Most Twitter users expect a response to a query within an
hour, and Facebook Pages get a snazzy badge at the top of
profiles indicating if they respond promptly to direct
messages.

Set up a stream for messages containing your brand name,
a question mark, and excluding your website URL (in some
cases, question marks can appear in URLs shared on social
media). This will help you get to customer questions faster
to provide a better customer experience.

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/twitter-response-time-data


Build a system to get questions answered quickly.

Now that you've set up a system finding questions,
comments, and complaints from your customers on social
media, you need to figure out how you're going to respond
when they come in. 

Whether you use one dedicated team member to reply to
customer service social messages or segment
responsibilities according to different social networks, find a
system that works for your team -- and that gets messages
replied to or investigated as quickly as possible.

Mentions, comments and replies



Figure out what you'll say when you do respond.

In many cases, customers might reach out on social
media to complain or ask a question. But sometimes,
people just want to "troll" your company or drag you
into a conversation already happening on the social
platform (this is common on Twitter). 

Make sure your team is on the same page about how to
respond to negative social media posts and messages --
and about not feeding the troll.

If the customer's message is something that you can
help with, keep reading. But if you suspect someone is
trying to troll you on social media with overly
inflammatory remarks about pop culture, politics, or
things otherwise unrelated to your product, service, or
brand, we recommend you steer clear.

Handling difficult situations

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/how-to-fight-trolls-blogger-survival-guide


1. Stay positive.

Keep things light and positive when you respond to
customers on social media. Unless it's obvious that
they're joking around with you, avoid sarcasm or humor
-- at least until the problem is solved. But don't be afraid
to show your personality when you engage with
customers on social media, either. Once the problem is
solved, use emojis or GIFs to show your personality and
make your customers smile along the way.

2. Be transparent.

Some customer complaints on social media will be easy
fixes, and some won't be. You don't have to solve every
single question a customer has with your initial
response, but you do need to be transparent with them
about the timeline it will take until they get a fix.
Whether you need to file a ticket with your product
team or you truly don't know how long it will take to
resolve an outage, be honest about it -- your customers
will appreciate honesty more than having to ask you, for
the millionth time, when you'll solve their issue.



3. Know when to "take it offline."

Some customer interactions can be solved with a quick
back-and-forth, but sometimes, you'll want to take the
conversation offline to more effectively solve a customer
problem.

 Invite customers to send you a direct message or email
if they need to share their personal information for you
to help them, or if the conversation is getting tense. That
will minimize external visibility on the conversation and
potentially solve the problem faster than waiting for a
customer to tweet back at you.


